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NATIONAL COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Systematic, well-designed research provides the most 
eflEective approach to the solution of many problems facing 
highway administrators and engineers. Often, highway 
problems are of local interest and can best be studied by 
highway departments individually or in cooperation with 
their state universities and others. However, the accelerat-
in growth of highway transportation develops increasingly 
complex problems of wide interest to highway authorities. 
These problems are best studied through a coordinated 
program of cooperative research. 

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators 
of the American Association of State Highway Officials 
initiated in 1962 an objective national highway research 
program employing modern scientific techniques. This 
program is supported on a continuing basis by Highway 
Planning and Research funds from participating member 
states of the Association and it receives the ful l cooperation 
tion and support of the Bureau of Public Roads, United 
States Department of Commerce. 

The Highway Research Board of the National Academy 
of Sciences-National Research Council was requested by 
the Association to administer the research program because 
of the Board's recognized objectivity and understanding of 
modern research practices. The Board is uniquely suited 
for this purpose as: it maintains an extensive committee 
structure from which authorities on any highway transpor
tation subject may be drawn; it possesses avenues of com
munications and cooperation with federal, state, and local 
governmental agencies, universities, and industry; its rela
tionship to its parent organization, the National Academy 
of Sciences, a private, non-profit institution, is an insurance 
of objectivity; it maintains a full-time research correlation 
staff of specialists in highway transportation matters to 
bring the findings of research directly to those who are 
in a position to use them. 

The program is developed on the basis of research needs 
identified by chief administrators of the highway depart
ments and by committees of AASHO. Each year, specific 
areas of research needs to be included in the program are 
proposed to the Academy and the Board by the American 
Association of State Highway Officials. Research projects 
to fulf i l l these needs are defined by the Board, and qualified 
research agencies are selected from those that have sub
mitted proposals. Administration and surveillance of re
search contracts are responsibilities of the Academy and 
its Highway Research Board. 

The needs for highway research are many, and the 
National Cooperative Highway Research Program can make 
significant contributions to the solution of highway trans
portation problems of mutual concern to many responsible 
groups. The program, however, is intended to complement 
rather than to substitute for or duplicate other highway 
research programs. 

This report is one of a series of reports issuing from a continuing 
research program conducted under a three-way agreement entered 
into in June 1962 by and among the National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, the American Association of State High
way Officials, and the U . S. Bureau of Public Roads. Individual fiscal 
agreements are executed annually by the Academy-Research Council, 
the Bureau of Public Roads, and participating state highway depart
ments, members of the American Association of State Highway 
Officials. 

This report was prepared by the contracting research agency. It has 
been reviewed by the appropriate Advisory Panel for clarity, docu
mentation, and fulfillment of the contract. It has been accepted by 
the Highway Research Board and published in the interest of an 
effectual dissemination of findings and their application in the for
mulation of policies, procedures, and practices in the subject 
problem area. 

The opinions and conclusions expressed or implied in these reports 
are those of the research agencies that performed the research. They 
are not necessarily those of the Highway Research Board, the Na
tional Academy of Sciences, the Bureau of Public Roads, the Ameri
can Association of State Highway Officials, nor of the individual 
states participating in the Program. 
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FOREWORD 
By Staff 

Highway Research Board 

To the traiEc engineer interested in signal control development and to the researcher 
interested in the application of traffic-flow theories, this report should have imme
diate as well as reference value. It incorporates a state-of-the-art summary and a 
digital computer simulation model formulated to describe traffic performance at 
isolated intersections. This model permits the study of new techniques in signal 
control and an evaluation of their effectiveness. 

In deliberations concerning priority among the many important and urgent 
problems suggested for the first year of work under the National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program, one of the problem areas chosen was that of "Traffic 
Capacity and Safety." Further considerations by an Advisory Panel regarding the 
most feasible and promising avenues of research within the area led to the selection 
of studies on functional design and timing of traffic signal systems. For, despite 
the advent of signal-free, limited-access expressways, much travel will continue 
on signalized traffic ways. There is, therefore, a great need to utilize these existing 
facilities with maximum possible efficiency. 

Traffic signals provide effective control in the allocation of the right-of-way 
through an intersection, first to one group and then to another. Yet in pretimed 
signalization whether by fixed-time or by periodic programming there is some 
degree of inefficiency. This is substantial in some cases and during certain periods 
of time. Traffic-responsive signals can also be developed and utilized with greater 
flexibility and efficiency. A better understanding of behavior of traffic at inter
sections and in the adjacent area and a better knowledge of how to measure its 
behavior are necessary for more responsive and efficient traffic signals. 

The concept of the traffic signal is simple; it allocates time and space according 
to demand. Carrying the concept into the real world and making it work is not 
simple. The variety in intersectional geometry, the variety in behavior among 
different types of vehicles in turning movements, the randomness in composition 
and arrival time, and the infinite number of possible combinations of these variables 
make the allocation of time and space a very complex problem. 

The individual signal, distant one-half mile or more from the nearest other 
controlled intersection, lends itself admirably to the initial research task, but not 
because it is the simplest task. It is not the simplest task to provide an understanding 
and a model of the fundamental space-time relationships involved in signal opera
tion. In some aspects the isolated intersection is the most difficult to model, but it 
is of fundamental importance because there are so many individually signalized 
intersections and there are so many individual signals that could perform more 
efficiently. The model designed for the individual intersection also becomes a basic 
component in the signal system development for arterial routes and street networks. 

If the behavioral pattern of vehicular movements at individual or isolated 
intersections were better understood and mathematically modeled and if the func
tional specifications of the traffic signal fit the model in all of its features, a basis 
for more efficiency would be provided. 

This project, planned for exploring the whole field of signalization for the 
individually signalized intersection through to a network of intersections began 



with a simple intersection of four lanes crossing four lanes. This phase of the study 
will be completed later this year at which time it is planned to publish a full report 
covering findings for the individual intersection with field-tested techniques. 

At the end of the first year of research, however, an interim report was sub
mitted consisting of a narrative on the techniques being developed. This report 
also included an extensive selected bibliography and abstracts of the most pertinent 
selections. Because of the value of this interim report on the state-of-knowledge 
of the subject and on the techniques thus far developed to provide more effective 
signals, it was deemed worthy of immediate publication. 
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IMPROVED CRITERIA FOR TRAFFIC SIGNALS AT 

INDIVIDUAL INTERSECTIONS - INTERIM REPORT 

SUMMARY In street and highway systems incorporating signalized intersections, the intersection 
continues to be the pomt of minimum capacity. To improve system capacity with
out sacrificing safety, it is necessary to bring traffic signal operation to the highest 
possible level of efficiency. NCHRP Project Statement 3-5, September 10, 1962, 
states the following: "The problem is not confined to complicated street networks. 
In the case of isolated intersections, the use of traffic-responsive signals has not 
always given the desired efficiency in actual operation. This suggests that present 
methods and equipment cotild be improved. Research is needed to describe the 
behavior of traffic in different situations and the effects of different control systems 
in different situations such as a network of streets, a single arterial street or high
way, and an isolated intersection. The research should produce new methods of 
designing and pretesting signal systems and the functional specifications of signal 
equipment. . . ." 

For these reasons. Project 3-5, "New Criteria for Designing and Timing Traffic 
Signals," was established under the National Cooperative Highway Research Pro
gram with the stipulation that the first year be devoted to individual intersections. 

The first year of research has been completed and exhaustively documented 
in a final technical report. The research tasks performed diuing this period were 
(1) review of prior research; (2) formulation of a preliminary model; (3) testing 
and refining the model; and (4) examination of controllers and control techniques. 

All known past and present research having a direct bearing on the project 
was reviewed, and a comprehensive 282-entry bibliography was assembled. Approx
imately 10 percent of these entries were judged to bear a particularly close relation
ship to the work at hand and were therefore studied in greater depth. Abstracts of 
these papers, averaging some 400 words each, were prepared. 

As a result of the review of intersection performance literature, it appeared 
that the inclusion of all influential factors resulted in a complexity which precluded 
the use of an analytic model. Consequently, a digital computer simulation model 
was formulated to describe traffic performance at isolated intersections. This model 
permits the study of new control techniques and measures of effectiveness. 

Various portions of the preliminary model were tested separately and in com
binations with other portions, using special programs prepared specifically for this 
task. Results of the testing were compared with empirical data obtained from 
several sources. Wherever serious lack of agreement existed, the model was modified 
in order to give a more refined presentation. 

The refined model is considered unique and valuable in several respects: (a) it 
conforms closely to reality in that a mixture of vehicle types and sizes with real
istically varying characteristics of desired velocity, acceleration, deceleration and 
driver decisions and responses flow through the system; (b) it is sufficiently detailed 
to permit measurement, at any time or place in the system, of a full range of traffic 
characteristics, either for control purposes or to gage performance; and (c) it is 



characterized by flexibility which permits many alternative control schemes to be 
submitted for testing and evaluation. 

Dturing the first year a preliminary examination of existing traffic signals was 
conducted. Initial consideration was also given to new control techniques which 
are to be investigated in greater detail in the continuing phase of the project. 

The second phase in the study of isolated intersections is now in progress. 
Applying the simulation model developed, laboratory experimentation will be 
performed (1) to study various measures of effectiveness vmder existing modes of 
traffic signal control to provide a basis for selection of the best measure of inter
section performance, as well as procedures for obtaining better use of existing 
controllers, and (2) to conceive and to test comprehensively new control modes for 
isolated intersections. Functional specifications of the new control modes will be 
prepared, and field implementation of the mode showing greatest promise of 
increased effectiveness will be undertaken. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

In street and highway systems incorporating signalized 
intersections, the intersection continues to be the point of 
minimum capacity. To improve system capacity without 
sacrificing safety, i t is necessary to bring traffic signal 
operation to the highest possible level of efficiency. How
ever, NCHRP Project Statement 3-5, September 10, 1962, 
stated: "Experience with conventional methods of timing 
traffic signals has repeatedly shown that they do not take 
into account all of the variables. Thus, the final timing 
must be made in the field after the signals have been in
stalled. Such methods give no assurance that the final 
result is the most efficient system, or even that the system 
is operating at peak efficiency. The problem is not con
fined to complicated street networks. In the case of isolated 
intersections, the use of traffic responsive signals has not 
always given the desired efficiency in actual operation. A l l 
of this suggests that present methods and equipment could 
be improved. Research is needed to describe the behavior 
of traffic in different situations and the effect of different 
control systems in different situations such as a network of 
streets, a single arterial street or highway and an isolated 
intersection. The research should produce new methods of 
designing and pretesting signal systems and the functional 
specifications of signal equipment. . . ." For these reasons. 
Project 3-5, "New Criteria for Designing and Timing Traffic 
Signals," was established under the National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program with the stipulation that the 
first year be devoted to individual intersections. 

The first year of research has been completed and has 
been documented in a highly technical and lengthy final 
report. This summary report was prepared to make avail
able to highway traffic engineers and administrators a 
concise review of the more important aspects of the work. 

TECHNICAL APPROACH 
Review of Prior Research 
A l l known past and present research having a direct bear

ing on this project was reviewed, and a comprehensive 
282-entry bibliography was assembled (AppendK A ) . 
Approximately 10 percent of these entries were judged to 
bear a particularly close relationship to the work at hand 
and were therefore studied in greater depth. Technical 
abstracts of these papers, averaging some 400 words each, 
were prepared (Appendix B) . 

Formulation of Preliminary Model 

One of the principal objectives in the study of the indi
vidual intersection was the formulation of a model to 
describe intersection behavior, and which would permit 
the study of new control techniques and measures of effec
tiveness. I t was desired that the model contain all those 
factors thought to influence intersection efficiency, as well 
as all measures of effectivness which might appear to be 
appropriate. As a result of a review of previous research 
on models of traffic flow, it appeared that the inclusion of 
the factors considered important resulted in a complexity 
that precluded the use of an analytic model. Therefore, 
the decision was made to develop a digital computer 
simulation model. 

Testing and Refining the Model 

Various portions of the preliminary model were tested 
separately and in combination with other portions, using 
special computer programs prepared specifically for this 
task. Results of the testing were compared with empirical 
data obtained from several sources. Wherever serious lack 
of agreement existed, the model was modified in order to 
give a more refined representation. 

Preliminary Examination of Controllers and 
Control Techniques 

There has been a preliminary examination of various exist
ing traffic signal controllers. Initial consideration was also 
given to new control techniques which may be investigated 
in greater detail in the continuing phase of the project. 

CHAPTER TWO 

THE MODEL 

A high level of priority was assigned to the formulation 
of a multipurpose model of traffic performance at an iso
lated, signalized intersection. On the basis of the extensive 
review of pertinent research, it was concluded that com
pletion of this was necessary to provide a tool with which 
to attack the broad overall objectives of the applied research 

program. I t was also determined that there was in exist
ence no complete operational model which satisfied all the 
requirements, but that certain portions of complete models 
developed by others could be applied directly or with minor 
modifications. Wherever appropriate, fu l l utilization was 
made of such previous work. 



PURPOSE OF THE MODEL 

The initial purposes or applications planned for the model 
were as follows: 

1. To study a variety of measures of effectiveness of 
traffic performance at an isolated, signalized intersection. 

2. To compare and correlate measures over broad 
ranges of traffic variables to determine the single measure 
or combination of measures that most faithfully represents 
effectiveness of traffic performance. 

3. To perform controlled experimentation with new 
and/or improved methods of traffic signal operation at such 
intersections. The new methods of control would be traffic 
responsive and would doubtless stem from traffic measure
ments and decision logic not currently practiced. 

SOME BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF THE MODEL 

In order to meet the stated purposes effectively, i t was 
necessary for the model to conform to certain basic 
requirements. 

First and foremost, realism of vehicular movement in 
the single intersection system was stressed. This meant 
that both the central tendency and the dispersion of char
acteristics of behavior should be realistically represented. 
It was considered important to avoid deterministic "rules 
of the road." I t was further desired that, insofar as pos
sible, homogeneity of the physical and performance char
acteristics of vehicles be avoided. 

Second, in order to produce a satisfactory degree of 
refinement in measurement, both for purposes of evalu
ating performance and for making control decisions, the 
model should be "microscopic," with individual vehicles 
distinguished from the stream. 

To test alternative control techniques objectively, the 
model should take into account those factors that signifi
cantly affect intersection performance, and i t must have 
the ability to reproduce identical samples of vehicles using 
the system. 

Finally, the model should have the inherent flexibility to 
represent a variety of traffic signal operation modes, some 
of which were already specified or outlined and others 
that were yet to be formulated. 

SELECTION OF THE DIGITAL SIMULATION APPROACH 

At a relatively early stage of this project a decision was 
made to utilize a digital simulation approach to the prob
lem. I t was expected it would be possible to formulate a 
simulation model which would satisfy the basic require
ments and which, in addition, could be applied to the study 
of a broad range of generally-related research problems. 
An analytical model approach, on the other hand, was 
considered unacceptable—either it would be necessary to 
omit certain requirements such as the interest in individual 
vehicles, the desire for nonhomogeneity, and the flexibility 
to represent a diverse group of control methods, or to 
achieve a model with intractable mathematics. 

Consideration was also given to the utilization of a 
strictly empirical approach. In this way, the requirements 
for realism would certainly be satisfied. However, for 

reasons relating to cost of study, time required, quality of 
study (including precision of control over variables, repro
ducibility, degree of detail of measurements, and statistical 
reliability) and safety, i t was believed that simulation held 
significant advantages over empirical study in the early 
phases of development of improved control techniques. 

ROADWAY AND VEHICLE REPRESENTATION IN THE MODEL 

A modified memorandum notation was selected for use 
because it was more amenable to the requirements of indi
viduality and nonhomogeneity of vehicular characteristics 
and performance. This technique involves storing pertinent 
data about individual vehicles in several computer words 
which can be fetched and operated on by appropriate com
puter routines. Vehicles operate in coordinate systems 
representative of the intersection area. To provide for 
greatest flexibility in the application of the model, to facili
tate measurements for evaluation and for control purposes, 
and to facilitate the programming, a periodic scanning 
method was selected. In periodic scanning, the entire 
system of vehicles is reviewed at regular intervals of time 
(the scanning cycle), and equations of motion are utilized 
to update a vehicle's position and velocity based on its 
position, velocity, and acceleration during the previous 
cycle. 

Roadway Representation 
In order to make meaningful the stored vehicle position 
data, the coordinate system in which vehicles operate was 
devised, as illustrated by the sketch of a basic intersection 
in Figure 1. An orthogonal intersection of two 4-lane, 
bidirectional roadways is shown. Four basic coordinate 
systems are shown, one for each direction of traffic ( N B , 
SB, E B , and W B ) . Each of the four has its origin at the 
point where its coordinate axis crosses the intersection 
entry line {i.e., the projection of the curb line on the near 
side of the cross street), and is positive in the direction of 
the traffic flow (leaving the intersection) and negative in 
the direction opposing traffic flow. 

Turns in either direction are assumed to follow 90° 
circular arcs, the radii of which are specified as input data. 
The end-of-turn point {i.e., the point of tangency in the 
receiving lane) is considered the discharge boundary where 
the vehicle must be moved from one coordinated system 
to the other. The appropriate position transformations 
necessary are computed internally based on the geometric 
data supplied. Different radii are used by free-flowing left 
turners and delayed left turners. 

Vehicle Representation 
A vehicle is represented in the model by a series of 11 com
puter words which contain data pertinent to the vehicle's 
behavior in the system. These data are as foUows: (a) 
position, (b) velocity, (c) acceleration, (d) flag word, 
(e) actual length, ( f ) effective length, (g) target velocity, 
(h) maximum desired acceleration, ( i ) desired negative 
acceleration, ( j ) system entry time, and (k) stopped 
position. 

Items a through d are dynamic; they are subject to 
change during each simulation scanning cycle. Items e 
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through i are constant for an individual vehicle during 
its passage through the system, but are randomly selected 
from distributions, the parameters of which are supplied as 
input data. Item j , system entry time, is the value of the 
clock at the time the vehicle is generated at the entrance 
boundary. Each time the vehicle prepares to stop, a 
stopped-position value is determined. Consequently, item 
k may assume one or more values durmg the vehicle's 
passage through the system, or if the vehicle never needs 
to stop, k is never determined. Several pertinent items of 
data are packed into the flags word as illustrated by 
Figure 2. Data may be extracted, utilized, and repacked, 
as appropriate. 

Traffic within the system is represented by lists of vehicle 
words. A single list contains all vehicles currently in a 
given lane of the system. For the intersection of two 4-lane, 
bidirectional streets previously illustrated, all traffic in the 
system is represented by eight lists. An individual vehicle 
can appear on only one of the eight lists at a given instant, 
but turning vehicles must be moved from one list to another 
as they complete their turning maneuvers. 

A further refinement introduced was that the lists have 
a preset maximum size. When the last vehicle on the list 
has an mdex equal to this maximum, the next vehicle 
generated is placed at the top of the list. Thus, the list is 
in effect a circular array rather than being of infinite length. 

VEHICLE/DRIVER PERFORMANCE IN THE MODEL 

Much of the fu l l spectrum of behavior at intersections 
involves tracking or following processes. Stimulus-response 
equations of car following theory which have developed in 
recent years, particularly due to Herman and his asso
ciates (107, 108, see Appendix A ) , appeared highly valu
able and directly applicable to simulating vehicle/driver 
performance. With two basic exceptions (turning move
ments and stopping performance), two stimulus-response 
relations were used to model behavior. 

Car Following 
A vehicle's following behavior is dictated by the reciprocal 
spacing model. Under this model the follower responds 
(i.e., accelerates or decelerates after a tune lag): 
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Acceleration 
Characteristic Speed X Relative Velocity 

Spacing 

Free Behavior 
I t is known, however, that not all vehicles in a real system 
act as followers—some behave independently of the cars 
which precede them. In such a case, behavior can be 
described by the equation termed the free behavior model: 

Acceleration = Constant (Target Velocity 
— Current Velocity) 

As before, the acceleration is initiated after a time lag. 
When spacing is greater than a specified value, behavior 

is dictated by the free behavior model. Otherwise, the 
vehicle will behave according to the reciprocal spacing 
model. 

Queue Discharge 
One important fact that has been noted is the compatibility 
of the reciprocal spacing model of individual vehicle 
behavior and the steady-state relationship of the traffic 
stream. The characteristic speed in the steady-state rela
tionship is the same one used in the car following equation. 
Consequently, for any intersection it would only be neces
sary to measure maximum flow past the entry point (for a 
series of straight-through movements from a long queue); 
then characteristic speed could be computed and used in 
the car following equation. Applying the reciprocal spacing 
model to queue members and the free behavior model to 

queue leaders results in realistic intersection entry line 
characteristics for a discharging queue. 

I t should be understood that characteristic speed does 
not correspond to the target or free-flow speed around 
which vehicles enter, but is the typical speed past the entry 
point (or point of maximum flow) of vehicles which started 
as part of a long stationary queue once maximum flow 
has been attained. Generally speaking, passage through the 
green of platoons of undelayed, free flowing vehicles wil l 
not result in maximum flow. 

Stopping Performance 
Two types of stops occur in the model: (1) stopping first 
in line at the intersection, and (2) stopping behind another 
stopped vehicle. 

Empirical work at Ohio State University (174) indicated 
that the use of a constant deceleration stopping model 
would be quite realistic. They found that, when given the 
choice, drivers tended to decelerate to a stop at an approxi
mately constant rate. Further, they determined the mean 
and variance of this rate for a sample of drivers. 

In the stopping model used in the current study, the 
parameters of a desired negative acceleration rate are sup
plied as input data, and a value from the distribution is 
randomly selected for each vehicle. When not forced into 
using a more rapid deceleration rate, such as in response 
to an amber signal, vehicles begin stopping at a constant 
rate required to bring them to a stop at a precisely defined 
stopped position. 



Each scanning cycle, the required stopping rate for the 
first vehicle on an approach facing a red signal, is com
puted. When the required rate becomes algebraically less 
than or equal to the vehicle's desired rate (i.e., required 
deceleration equal to or greater than the desired rate), the 
vehicle begins stopping. Otherwise, the vehicle continues 
to behave under the appropriate stimulus-response equation, 
either car following or free behavior. 

A similar model is employed for stopping behind another 
vehicle, the principal difference being found in the com
putation of a target stopped position. In both types of 
stopping a random normal stopping error term is intro
duced in determining target stopped position. 

Turning Performance 
Vehicles that desire to turn left or right at the intersection 
must at some point cease operating under the stimulus-
response model and undertake an independent fixed turning 
schedule. The principal requhement is that vehicles must 
not exceed a certain maximum speed during the turn. 

As a turning car approaches the intersection it is scanned 
each simulation cycle, and i f current velocity is greater 
than maximum turning velocity, the deceleration rate re
quired to reach maximum turning velocity exactly at the 
start-turn point is computed. As in the case of stopping, 
vehicles begin slowing to maximum turning velocity only 
after the rate required becomes less than or equal to their 
desired negative acceleration rate. Once begun, the con
stant slowing continues until the vehicle reaches the start-
turn position, unless affected by more stringent conditions. 
Maximum turning speed is then maintained throughout 
the turn, whereupon the vehicle leaves the approach leg 
system and joins the exit leg system. From this point on, 
the vehicle resumes behavior under one of the stimulus-
response models (car following or free behavior) which
ever is more stringent. 

The discussion above does not imply that all vehicles 
will make their turns at maximum speed. Some will be 
affected by other vehicles in queue such that theu- turns 
will be made at speeds considerably lower. However, none 
wil l exceed maximum turnmg speed. Left turns are sub
ject to further complications because they must be made 
across the path of opposing traffic. 

Driver Decisions 
RESPONSE TO THE AMBER SIGNAL 

The decision to stop or go on amber is based on proba
bility distributions developed from data contained in the 
literature. Data were taken from the work of Olson and 
Rothery (178) and Blackman and Crawford (14). In this 
earlier work, probability of stopping was considered as a 
function of either distance or travel time from the inter
section at the beginning of amber. Olson and Rothery 
studied low-, mediimi-, and high-speed approaches, and 
found three distinct probability distributions as a function 
of distance from the intersection. 

The method used for this project was to compute, from 
the data, deceleration rates required to stop at the stop 
line. In making this computation, a 1-sec reaction time 
was assumed. Probability of stopping was plotted as a 

function of negative acceleration rate required to stop. 
The composite data from both sources and several inter
sections with varying approach speeds appeared to form a 
single distribution. Data were plotted on normal proba
bility paper and an excellent linear regression fit was deter
mined. The amber decision probability table, with values 
selected from the graph, was used in the model. 

LEFT TURNS 

The left-turning driver must decide i f gaps and lags in 
opposing approach traffic are sufficiently large to be ac
cepted. In this model, when a left-turning driver crosses 
the start-free-left-tum position, a decision is made to either 
accept or reject a time lag (i.e., the time required for the 
first straight-through vehicle on an opposing approach to 
reach the center-of-intersection conflict point). The deci
sion is made probabUistically by reference to a left turn 
lag acceptance table. I f the leg is acceptable, the vehicle 
continues through the turn, never exceeding maximum free 
turning velocity. I f the lag is rejected, the vehicle imme
diately begins stopping at the constant-rate required to 
stop at the left turn waiting point, one-quarter of the way 
through the turn. Thereafter, the driver views each time 
gap appearing in the opposing traffic and determines its 
acceptability by reference to a left turn gap acceptance 
probabOity table. I f a gap is acceptable, the vehicle nego
tiates a delayed left turn, never exceeding maxunum delayed 
tummg velocity. 

Log normal probability distributions for gap and lag 
acceptance were developed from data supplied by Kell in 
a private commimication. These data were modified to meet 
the conditions set forth in this model. 

The exact logic employed in processing left-turning 
vehicles is considerably more complex than would be in
ferred from the above discussion, principally due to the 
fact that other behavior conditions (such as stopping in 
queue) may supersede the standard left turn schedule and 
decisions. 

LANE CHANGING 

A limited amount of lane changing is permitted in the 
model. The only vehicles that become potential lane 
changers are those straight-through vehicles in the left 
approach lanes that follow vehicles that are either stopping 
for a left turn or waiting to make left turns. The potential 
lane changer first checks to see i f a vehicle in the adjacent 
right lane is already located in the zone into which he must 
move. In the absence of such conflict, the potential lane 
changer determines the expected travel time to the conflict 
zone of the next vehicle in the adjacent lane, based on its 
current position and velocity. This travel time is defined 
as the lane change lag. The decision to change or not to 
change lanes is then made probabilistically by reference to 
a lane change lag acceptance table. For the lack of directly 
pertment empirical data on lane changing. Midwest Re
search Institute data (78) relating to the analogous situa
tion of merging from a stopped position were utilized. 

Vehicle Generation 
Vehicles are generated at the system entrance boundaries 
on a per-lane basis through the use of a composite time 
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Figure 3. Main program chain. 

headway distribution refined by Kell (128). The distribu
tion is composed of the headway distributions of two 
classes of vehicles which have in the past been somewhat 
inappropriately termed "free moving" and "restrained." 
As each vehicle is generated, its pertinent characteristics 
are determined by a random process. Included are vehicle 
type (truck or car), turning movement to be made, target 
velocity, maximum acceleration, desired negative accelera
tion, actual length, stopped spacing error, and effective 
length. 

Constraints 
The principal constraints imposed on the model of behavior 
are the maximum acceleration and minimum acceleration 
(i.e., maximum deceleration) values. As noted before, a 
unique maximum acceleration is randomly selected for 
each vehicle. The parameters of two maximum acclera-
tion distributions, one for passenger cars and one for 
trucks, are supplied as input data. A minimum accelera
tion constraint of —20 f t per seĉ  is imposed on all vehicles. 

I t was determined during the testing and refining of the 
model that imposition of a minimum safe spacing constraint 
improved stability. Spacing of all vehicles in the system 
is checked each scanning cycle, and no vehicle is per

mitted to follow so close as to force a deceleration exceed
ing 20 f t per seĉ  to avoid conflict with the leading vehicle 
which initiates a stop at this maximum rate. I t is implicit, 
of course, that this constraint renders the model "accident-
free." 

TRAFFIC MEASUREMENTS IN THE MODEL 

Two distinct types of traffic measurements are necessary 
in the model: (1) those which form the input to the traffic 
signal controller subroutines; and (2) those which form 
the basis for computation of summary statistics and 
measures of effectiveness. I t is probable that certain meas
urements will be utilized for both purposes. In any case, 
is i t believed that any traffic measurement known today 
can be determined in the model by applying certain list-
scanning routines. At any point or space along the road
way, presence, speed, spacing, density, time headway and 
queue length can be made in a straightforward manner. 

COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The computer program is written in FORTRAN n, except 
for four short routines coded in FAP (FORTRAN Assembly 



Program) for the IBM 7090. It uses the FORTRAN Monitor 
System for compiling and execution. 

The program requires approximately 30,000 words in 
core memory, which includes approximately 12,000 in
structions, 14,000 storage locations, and space for the 
FORTRAN Monitor System and the subroutines it needs. 
The program has been compiled and executed only on the 
IBM 7090, but is compatible with the IBM 709 and 7094 
without revision. 

Currently, the simulation program is general for orthog
onal intersections with either one or two lanes on a given 
approach. Minor modifications will permit the simulation 
of 3-lane approaches. Scanning cycle times permitted range 
from 0.25 to 0.50 sec. Times shorter than 0.25 sec would 
require too much computer memory; times greater than 
0.50 sec would be too coarse, in that reaction time would 
become too long (the minimum reaction time usable is 
twice the scanning cycle). The maximum number of 
vehicles on any lane at a given time is 50. 

In Figure 3, the main program chain is presented, 
schematically illustrating the operating relationships of the 
various routines of the intersection simulation program. 

COMPUTER OUTPUT 

Measurements and statistical calculations made during a 
simulation run result in a comprehensive summary-statistics 
output report. The format utilized in the first four pages 

of the output report prints statistics for individual lanes, 
approach directions, two directions (i.e., streets), and the 
entire intersection. 

1. Page 1 of the output report contains detailed data 
relating to input volume (by vehicle type), output volume 
(by vehicle type), intersection discharge volume (by turn
ing movement), lane change volume, and initial and final 
system populations. 

2. Pages 2 and 3 of the output report contain statistics 
(mean, standard and deviation, maximum and minimum) 
of the following performance measurements: undelayed 
travel time, actual travel time, system delay (including 
proportion delayed), stopped delay (including proportion 
stopped), queue lengths, undelayed travel speed, actual 
travel speed, and spot speeds at system entrance, exit and 
intersection discharge points. 

3. Page 4 of the output report contams the behavior 
profile summary which is the proportion of time that 
vehicles spend operating under the following classifications 
of behavior: free behavior, car following, stopping, slow
ing for turn, stopping for turn, stopped for left turn, going 
in free left turn, going in delayed left turn, going in right 
turn and stopped. 

4. Remaining pages of the output report contain fre
quency tables of the following performance measurements 
compiled for the entire intersection system: system delay, 
actual travel time, stopped time, actual travel speed and 
card in queue. 

CHAPTER THREE 

INITIAL TESTS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL 

QUEUE DISCHARGE TESTS 

The queue discharge portion of the model was considered 
to be the phase of behavior in which the greatest degree 
of realism was required. Delays at an intersection are very 
strongly dependent on the number of vehicles which can 
be discharged from a queue during a given green period. 
If the model is sluggish in discharging vehicles, a small 
number of vehicles, which in real life would normally 
make it through on green, will be forced to stop and wait 
through another full red period. Conversely, if queue 
discharge in the model is unrealistically rapid, vehicles 
which in real life would be delayed for another red period 
will consistently be discharged near the end of green. 
Clearly, the realism of intersection capacity and measures 
of effectiveness would suffer if the queue discharge model 
is not effectively validated. To this end, a special purpose 
detailed queue discharge test program was prepared for the 
IBM 7090. 

Several past intersection simulations have had built-in 
entry line headways, either as fixed values or as distribu

tions. In the present model, however, cars enter the inter
section while obeying appropriate equations of dynamic 
behavior with individual vehicle characteristics selected 
randomly from distributions. Thus, one test to be per
formed on the model was a comparison of the entry line 
headways produced by the model with entry line headways 
from field observations. Table 1 compares the results of a 
set of model tests with the entry line headway data reported 
by Greenshields (90) and Fiske (57), and is indicative of 
excellent agreement in the central tendencies of model 
results and empirical data. 

The second test program was a modification of the first 
program, designed to permit comprehensive investigation of 
the dispersion of queue discharge entry line characteristics 
caused by variations in vehicle characteristics. 

In this case, rather than specifying the pertinent charac
teristics of individual vehicles in the queue as input, the 
parameters of the distributions of these characteristics were 
supplied, and many successive queues were in turn gener
ated and discharged. Using this program variables affecting 
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TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF QUEUE DISCHARGE ENTRY LINE CHARACTERISTICS 

PRC SIMULATION F I S K E F I E L D DATA GREENSHIELDS F I E L D DATA 
V E H I C L E 
NO. ENTRY T I M E HEADWAY ENTRY T I M E HEADWAY ENTRY T I M E HEADWAY 

1 3.81 3.81 2.14 2.14 3.8 3.8 
2 6.57 2.76 5.20 3.06 6.9 3.1 
3 9.00 2.43 7.47 2.27 9.6 2.7 
4 11.31 2.31 9.89 2.42 12.0 2.4 

5 13.57 2.26 12.33 2.44 14.2 2.2 
6 15.80 2.23 14.72 2.39 16.3 2.1 

7 18.02 2.22 17.16 2.44 18.4 2.1 
8 20.24 2.21 19.53 2.37 20.5 2.1 
9 22.44 2.21 21.95 2.42 22.6 2.1 

10 24.64 2.20 24.07 2.12 24.7 2.1 
11 26.85 2.20 26.23 2.16 26.8 2.1 
12 29.05 2.20 28.02 1.79 28.9 2.1 

13 31.25 2.19 29.96 1.94 31.0 2.1 

14 33.44 2.20 32.20 2.24 33.0 2.1 

15 35.64 2.20 34.78 2.58 35.2 2.1 

NOTES: Field data and simulation represent average starting performance of straight-through 
ft per sec and reaction time — 1 sec. 

passenger vehicles. PRC test run shown utilized a„ = 30 

queue discharge may be studied singly or in combinations, 
thereby permitting a broad variety of experimental designs 
to be implemented. Figure 4 shows the results of a test in 
which 50 queues of mixed-traffic composition (10 percent 
trucks) were generated and discharged. Excellent agree
ment between simulated and empirical entry line headway 
data is noted, both in central tendency and dispersion. 

INTERSECTION DELAY TEST 

To begin the investigation of the effects of various forms 
of traffic signal timing and concurrently to perform valida
tion tests on the complete model, operation at an orthog
onal, single-lane-approach intersection controlled by a fixed-
time traffic signal was simulated. Traffic volumes and turn
ing proportions corresponded to a field test reported by 
Kell (129). Table 2 summarizes the stopped delay experi
enced in the simulation run compared with Kell's field 
observations. 

TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROLLER SIMULATION 

To permit the study of existing types of vehicle-actuated 
controllers and to provide for easy switching back and 
forth between fixed-cycle and actuated operation, a signal 
controller computer routine has been designed for use with 
the intersection simulation program. In this routine, 
switches set up during input control the selection of paths 

TABLE 2 
COMPARISON OF MEAN STOPPED 
DELAY VALUES 

MEAN STOPPED DELAY ( S E C ) 

DIRECTION BY SIMULATION 
BY F I E L D 
OBSERVATION* 

Northbound 18.6 18.5 
Southbound 17.4 17.8 
Eastbound 3.6 5.8 
Westbound 3.0 5.5 

* Data from Kdl . 

through the routine to cause fixed-cycle, semi-actuated, or 
fully actuated operation. The control of the green phase 
may terminate because of the expiration of the fixed por
tion, if pretimed, or by expiration of unit extension or 
maximum, if actuated. Yellow extension can be provided 
with both types of actuated operation. The time and man
ner in which each green and yellow phase terminates is 
recorded. Thus a complete record of traffic signal alter
nation is made available for analysis. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONTINUING STUDY 

The second phase of the study of individual intersections 
is now in progress. It is believed that by the end of this 
second year, the research objectives with respect to indi
vidual intersections will have been satisfied, and thereafter 
attention should be centered on the problems of signalized 
arterials and networks. The research program now under 
way is outlined in the following. 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTATION 

Using the simulation model developed in Phase 1, the 
following laboratory experimentation will be performed. 

1. Study of various measures of effectiveness on exist
ing modes of traffic signal control. Inputs will be based on 
field conditions reported in various studies across the 
country. This work will be an extensive continuation of 
work completed in Phase 1. This task will provide a basis 
for selection of the best measures of effectiveness of inter
section performance, as well as procedures for obtaining 
the best settings on existing controllers. 

2. Conception of and experimentation with new control 
modes for isolated intersections. New modes to be ex
amined will include measurements of traffic not now per
formed. Control measurements that will be candidates for 
consideration will include, but not necessarily be limited 
to, such phenomena as queue length and expected time of 
gap arrival. Experimentation will again employ the model. 

3. Statement of functional specifications of improved 
control modes. The modes selected will be the ones that 
resulted in most effective performance when tested experi
mentally by the simulation model. 

FIELD TEST OF IMPROVED CONTROL MODEL 

The objective of this task will be to undertake field imple
mentation of the most promising new control mode earlier 
specified in functional form. The procedure for the field 
test will be as follows: 

1. Select site. 
2. Select and install appropriate equipment. 
3. Perform field experiment. Field measurement of 

traffic and signal performance data, from which the meas
ures of effectiveness will be derived, will be taken from 
(a) detector inputs and signal control outputs of the con
troller mockup, and (b) other data as needed, recorded by 
suitable instruments and/or time-lapse photography. The 
variables and measures of effectiveness will be those se
lected during the laboratory experimentation as most faith
fully representing intersection performance. An equipment 
and procedure shakedown period will precede the final field 
testing to insure the smooth conduct of this phase of the 
work. 

4. Analyze data and interpret results. The analyses will 
serve to accomplish the following: (a) verify the effective
ness of the new control mode under actual operating con
ditions (performance will be compared with existing opera
tion at the test site; operational inadequacies will be isolated 
and necessary revisions in the specifications of the im
proved traffic signal control mode will be recommended); 
and (b) further validate the simulation model (by oper
ating the model with inputs measured during the field test, 
the ability of the model to represent intersection perform
ance and signal controller operations effectively will be 
verified). 
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APPENDIX B 

ABSTRACTS 

BARTLE, R, M . , "Effects of Parked Vehicle on Traffic Ca
pacity of Signalized Intersection," Bulletin 112, Highway 
Research Board, 1956, pp. 42-52. 

To examine the effect of a single parked car on intersection 
capacity, data were taken at an intersection approach oper
ating under capacity conditions (continual backlog of 
vehicles) without parking and with a single car parked at 
two different distances from the intersection. Mean vol
umes entering under different parking conditions during 
short time intervals after the beginning of green were com
pared and tested statistically for significant differences. 

The intersection approach studied was 26 f t from center-
line to curb, with one 11-ft inside lane marked, controlled 
by fixed-time traffic signal with a 60-sec cycle: 27-sec 
green and 3-sec amber. Normally, parking was prohibited 
on the approach. Vehicles occasionally formed three lanes 
with the majority of traffic in the outside lane turning 
right. The other two conditions studied were created by 
parking a car 55 ft and 100 ft back from the stop line. 
Under these conditions, traffic still flowed past the parked 
car in two lanes, and between the parked car and the inter
section, occasional use was made of the extreme right edge 
of the pavement. 

The results of the study were summarized as follows: 

1. The effect of a parked car on entering traffic volumes 
under capacity conditions was found to be significant, but 
the absolute difference in volumes was small (about 5 
percent). 

2. The effect of parking was not noted in the first half 
(15 sec) of the green, but it was pronounced in the last 
half. 

3. The center lane of traffic (inside lane) was not 
affected by the car parked at the curb. 

4. Although approximately 100 cycles were recorded for 
each of two parking positions used (100 f t and 55 f t ) , no 
significant differences in volumes were noted between them. 

BARTLE. R. M . , SKORO, VAL, and GERLOUGH, D . L . , "Start
ing Delay Time and Time Spacing of Vehicles Entering 
Signalized Intersections," Bulletin 112, Highway Research 
Board, 1956, p. 33-41. 

Two important parameters of traffic performance at inter
sections were investigated, starting delay and time spacing: 

1. Starting delay, D, is the time, in sec, required for 
the first vehicle to enter the intersection after display of 
green signal. Corresponds to "entrance time for first vehicle 
in lane" used by Greenshields, et al. 

2. Time spacing, S, is the average time headway in 
seconds between successive vehicles in an entering platoon. 
In measuring S, disregard number of traffic lanes. 
^ _ Total time in signal cycle used for platoon movement 

Number of cars in platoon — 1 

Intersection capacity is expressed in terms of S and D. 
Assuming that a time S follows entrance of last vehicle 
entering in the cycle, then time used during each cycle for 
actual traffic movement equals NS, where N is the number 
of vehicles. Making allowance for starting delay, the total 
time, T, required for iV cars to enter intersection is 

r = Z) - f NS or N - T-D 

If green. G, and amber. A, times are considered available 
for movement. 

N = M{G +A-D) 
(1) 

where M -= number of cycles per hour. 
Eq. 1 is for fixed-time control, and expresses maximum 

hourly capacity. 
For any type of signal controL 

N = G -\- A —MD 

where G and A are total hourly green and amber times, 
respectively. 

This approach differs from highway capacity technique 
in that the computation of capacity is based on values of 
S and D for an individual intersection approach, thus 
taking into account the effect of all traffic conditions 
peculiar to that intersection. 

Regarding traffic signal timing, the authors point out 
that formulas have been proposed for computing optimum 
timing of a signal which utilize S and D. They indicate 
that the usefulness of these parameters in practical traffic 
problems appears to be dependent on the variability of the 
S and D values— b̂oth at any one intersection approach and 
among different intersections and approaches. 

Conclusions regarding D are as follows: 

1. There is significant difference in D among approaches 
at different intersections and among different approaches 
to the same intersection. 

2. D on any one weekday can be considered equal to D 
for all weekdays. 

3. Factors that influence D were not isolated; however, 
cross traffic (vehicle and pedestrian), gradient, and percent 
of right turns are believed to have some effect. 

4. D's are in most cases normally distributed, with posi
tive skewing (long tail of high D-values). Standard devia
tions of individual D's were found to be of the order of 
1V4 sec, or about 30 percent of the mean. 

Conclusions regarding S are as follows: 

1. S is significantly different for different intersections, 
but is not usually significantly different for weekdays at 
same intersection approach. 
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2. S appears to be normally distributed. S -\- D dev. 
= 0.23 sec and does not vary greatly from intersection to 
intersection. 

3. S appears to be a function of street width and park
ing conditions. For streets with parking and without park
ing, S is approximately a linear function of street width. 
Range of street widths studied was from 50 to 76 ft . 

BELLIS, W . R., "Capacity of Traffic Signals and Traffic 
Signal Timing," Bulletin 271, Highway Research Board, 
1960, pp. 45-67. 

This paper presents a formula describing the behavior of 
vehicles responding to a green signal after waiting during 
the red signal and families of curves generated from the 
formulas used in determining signal cycles and splits. 
Examples of signal timing problem solutions are given to 
illustrate the use of the curves. 

The paper makes no reference to the methodology util
ized to derive the equation, except that it was a "trial and 
success" technique in which different mathematical equa
tions were tried for fit with field data. The author recog
nizes that the units in the equation are incongruous, and 
states that it makes little difference if the equation fits the 
data and is of practical value. ". . . [V]ery few, if any, 
individuals will really care how it was derived." 

T~PN+ y | / | 2 ) - | - C ( N - l ) | | i ) + C ( N - l ) -1-̂ 1 

in which 

T — 

N 
K 

D 

C 

time, in sec, after the beginning of the green 
signal to arrive at the distance D (it is believed 
that this is for the Mh vehicle in the queue). 
perception and reaction time, in sec. (For the 
first vehicle, P is the time between the begin
ning of green and the beginning of the vehicle's 
forward motion. For other vehicles it is the 
time between the beginning of its motion. This 
value is assumed the same for the first and M h 
cars.) 
Nth vehicle stopped in line. 
constant of acceleration, the units of which 
cannot be explained, but which varies with the 
acceleration capabilities of the vehicle. 
speed limit (real), in mph. If speed limit is 
based on 85th percentile, speed limit is used. 
Otherwise, 85th percentile is used, 
distance, m ft, measured from the stop line of 
the first car. 
spacing, in ft, measured front to front of stand
ing vehicles. 

VEHICLES S P K C 
Passenger cars 50 1.2 0.95 25 
Passenger cars 40 1.6 0.95 25 
Passenger cars 30 2.0 0.95 23 
Passenger cars 20 2.4 0.95 25 
Heavy trucks 50 2.25 1.32 50 

The values of the variables used in developing the signal 
timing charts are summarized: 

Assuming that vehicle arrivals follow the Poisson distri
bution, the maximum number of vehicles expected to arrive 
per cycle during a 1-hr period was computed. A family of 
curves (hourly volume) versus maximum number arriving 
per cycle) for a range of cycle lengths is presented. It is 
not clear what is meant by "maximum," for to be explicit 
a probability level must be stated. In any case, it is theor
ized that signal timing should be such that the maximum 
nimiber of vehicles per cycle occurs only once during the 
design hour. 

On the probability chart, then, the time required for 
each maximum number of vehicles expected per cycle to 
arrive at the 50-ft point beyond the stop line after the 
beginning of green was computed from the equation, and 
these times were placed along the ordinate beside the num
ber of vehicles. The times are interpreted as the minimum 
required green time. Charts are presented for passenger 
vehicles with four speed ranges {i.e., 45-55, 35-45, 25-35, 
and 15-25) and for trucks in the 45-55 speed range. Given 
the design hour volume of the maximum lane of an 
approach and its speed, the required green time for any 
cycle length can be found on the charts. (Evidently for 
establishing the complete intersection timing, a cut and try 
method is used to find individual green times, the sum of 
which does not exceed the cycle length.) 

The applications of the charts presented are limited to 
cases in which there are no turning movements and the 
composition is either all trucks or all cars. It is implied 
that a short-cut method could be easily developed to deter
mine timing given a certain percentage of trucks. 

BENSON, J. C, "A Programme to Simulate on a Pegasus I I 
Computer the Behavior of Traffic at a Single Intersection 
Controlled by Vehicle-Actuated Traffic Signals," Labora
tory Note LN/182/JCB, Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, Road Research Laboratory, Sept. 1962. 

The program described simulates the arrival, queuing, and 
discharge of vehicles, and accumulates delays to vehicles 
by integrating the queue in each interval of time at a 4-arm, 
2-phase intersection having a vehicle-actuated traffic con
troller. The program can simulate the actuated controller, 
either with the "density" control or without this feature. 
The simulation cycle time is taken as Vi sec. For any 
phase, time is divided into effective green and effective red. 
The timing is related to events that occur at the detector. 

Vehicle arrivals to and departures from the system are 
assumed to take place at the detector pad; vehicles queuing 
up are assumed to occupy zero space. If there is no queue, 
a vehicle arriving in the system (at the detector) during 
the effective green period is assumed to have free passage 
through the intersection. Arrival of a car on the stopped 
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phase registers a demand for change of right-of-way. There
after, if the vehicle interval on the green phase is exceeded, 
right-of-way is changed, and any vehicle arriving during 
amber must stop (amber is considered part of effective red). 
In the event vehicle interval is not exceeded, right-of-way 
is changed upon expiration of the maximum interval. 

When green commences, the first vehicle in queue de
parts after a random interval. This interval plus the travel 
time to the stop line, which would occur in practice, are 
considered effectively red. The discharge intervals of suc
ceeding vehicles are computed by means of: 

in which 

P = 

Z -

M -

d~M -\-2Z(p-p) 

a pseudorandom number lying between 0 and 
31 with mean p; 
a scaling factor which multiplies the standard 
deviation of the distribution of p (an integer 
from 0 to 7); and 
mean discharge interval. 

Vehicles are generated on the four approaches in a 
pseudorandom manner. A vehicle is generated if 

a + B > 256 
in which 

a's — integers 1 to 255, each stored in 10 random 
addresses in a block of 7,200; the remaining 
locations contain zero. 

B — flow in vph/10 (given a ^-sec simulation 
cycle). 

During each cycle, an a is read and added to B. For 
example, the number 255 will be read 10 times in 7,200, 
each time yielding a sum of 256, if B had been set equal 
to 1. Therefore, 10 vehicles are generated. 

An example of simulation results is presented. Average 
delay per vehicle is shown as a function of maximum 
period for vehicle intervals equal to 10 sec and 2.5 sec. 
Using such a procedure, optimum actuated controller set
tings can be determined for given volume levels. 

BERRY, D . S., "Field Measurement of Delay at Signalized 
Intersections," Highway Research Board Proceedings, 1956. 

Three methods for measuring stopped time delay were 
compared: 

1. ITTE delay meter—^which uses electrically operated 
counters that accumulate vehicle seconds stopped at a rate 
proportional to the number of vehicles standing at any 
instant. Rate is controlled by a manual rotary switch which 
is adjusted to position corresponding to number of vehicles 
standing. 

2. Sampling method—at periodic intervals (such as 
every 15 sec), observer records the number of cars stopped 

in approach, recording this number and exact time of 
observation. 

3. Spaced aerial photo method— p̂hotographs taken at 
intervals of Vi, 1, or 2 sec, allows determination of travel 
time and stopped time for each vehicle. 

All three methods were satisfactory for obtaining stopped-
time delay at signalized intersections. Photo method re
quired greater manpower for data reduction, but studying 
travel time delay is possible. Sampling method gave unre
liable results in certain instances, indicating need for care 
in selecting time interval for sampling. 

Some definitions of types of delay were presented: 

1. Travel time delay—difference between the actual 
time required to traverse some fixed distance at the ap
proach to an intersection, and the travel time that would 
have been required had the vehicle been able to continue 
at the average speed of approaching traffic. This type of 
delay has the greatest significance in comparing effective
ness of different traffic control devices. 

2. Stopped-time delay— t̂he time a vehicle is standing 
still while waiting in lane in the approach to a signalized 
intersection. 

3. Percent stopped— r̂atio of number of vehicles that 
came to a stop in approaching an intersection to the total 
number entering, expressed as a percentage. 

4. Unnecessary stopped time delay— t̂hat portion of 
stopped time delay which occurs where there is no vehicle 
entering or approaching on opposing legs of the intersection. 

Curves were drawn illustrating the distribution of travel-
time delay and stopped-time-delay and comparing the two 
measures. For this comparison, the no-delay condition was 
taken as the 67th percentile of the nonstopping vehicles. 

Comparison of stopped-time delay at three-phased sig
nalized intersection, traffic-actuated versus fixed-time con
trol: actuated timing was better able to accept short-term 
fluctuations. The percent of delay classed as "unnecessary" 
was substantially lower with actuated timing, for tests made 
during off-peak hours at several intersections. 

Semi-actuated versus full-actuated at two intersections: 
stopped-time delays substantially lower for full actuated 
control. 

Two signalized intersections 1,885 f t apart: with coordi
nated timing, delay to main street traffic was less than one-
half that experienced when using actuated signals that were 
not coordinated. 

Berry presented the equation for stopped-time delay 
formulated by F. V. Webster of the Road Research Labora
tory in England. Field studies were made at several inter
sections in the San Francisco area to compare actual with 
computed delay. The computed values for off-peak hours 
generally checked observed values, within 25 percent. Dif
ferences for peak hour conditions sometimes exceeded 25 
percent. He notes that the formula points out that satura
tion flow (which is comparable to basic capacity) remains 
constant, whereas actually it may vary according to time 
of day or changed traffic conditions. 
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BLUNDEN, W . R . , "On the Theory of Traffic Flow," First 
Biennial Conference, Australian Road Research Board, 
Sept. 1962. 

This paper discusses the applicability of the queuing model 
to the problem of traffic flow. Reference is made to many 
related studies carried out by graduate students of the 
author. 

The intersection between the input to a traffic facility 
(i.e., demand for service, volume) and its inherent flow 
capability (i.e., saturation flow rate or capacity) gives rise 
to delay, the principal measure of performance of the 
facility. The saturation flow rate is derived from the dis
tribution of service times, and data are given on rates of 
toll gates, bus stops, intersections, retailing channels, and 
air strips. Discussion is included on the stability of traffic 
flow, its operating efficiency under varying traffic loads, 
and the principles underlying the analysis and synthesis of 
flow in traffic networks. 

The elements of the single-channel queuing model are 
illustrated: 

Arrival Rate (X) 

m m m 

Follow up time » 

Total service time 

Service Facility 
(Service rate= fj.) 

I 
- Tramaction 

Time 

Given: 
The arrivals are exponential and the mean arrival rate 
is constant and equal to \ per second. 
The service times are exponential with mean T, = l / f i 
seconds. 
The ratio of mean arrival rate to mean service rate is 
denoted by p •=\/n 
P„ (the probability that no unit is in the system) — 
(1 - p ) 

Pn (the probability that « are in the system) = 
(1-p)" 
1 —Po (the probability that there is one or more in the 
system) •= p 
p is thus the utilization factor of the system. 
Provided that A < /*: 

P Total delay in the system, W = \ 

vehicle 

seconds per 
(1 - p ) 

2 
'* seconds per vehicle Delay in the queue, Wg — \-

(1 — p) 
Probability of delay in the system greater than T, 

Probability of delay in the queue greater than T, 

Similar expressions are developed for system with M 
parallel service channels. 

Working with the queuing model equations, familiar 
delay-flow relationships are generated as illustrated for the 
single-channel case. 

Traffic systems are inherently stable. Instability is a con
dition in which the delay gets out of hand. The stability 
of traffic systems is due to the feedback to the demand, and 
the steepness of the approach to saturation makes the re
sponse rapid. An example is described wherein a construc
tion project which required lane closure generated a traffic 
jam of major proportion the first morning, but by the next 
morning demand had adjusted and operation was back to 
normal even though the lane closure still existed. 

0.5 
Utilization Factor (p) 

It is stated that when the utilization factor (p) is above 
70 percent, the steady-state efficiency is low, and unpre
dictable minor reductions of saturation flow rate can cause 
violent instabilities. 

The delay-flow characteristics of a system are naturally 
dependent on the form of the distributions of arrivals and 
service times. A formula for delay is given, attributed to 
Kendall, which is useful in a practical sense because it can 
be used to give an estimate of delay under almost any 
situation even when the distributions are highly complex 
and defy analytical description. 

"" + 2 ^ 1 ^ {>+A .> } 
where T, and a, are the mean and variance of the service 
time distribution, p. = 1/T, is the mean rate of exponential 
arrivals. 

The Highway Capacity Manual definitions are linked 
with queuing theory terms. Possible capacity is more or 
less synonymous with saturation flow. Basic capacity is 
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seen as a somewhat hypothetical reference standard. Prac
tical capacity is an arbitrary measure of a safe and efficient 
level of flow which is, in fact, a function of delay. 

It is noted that although one might attack the problem 
of defining a particular service time distribution by micro
scopically studying the mechanical and psychological 
aspects of the service, it is generally a much more effective 
approach to obtain experimentally the probability distri
butions of service time. Such distributions often exhibit 
a remarkable amount of consistency in their means and 
variances. 

Three general categories of service time distributions 
are listed and discussed: 

1. The negative exponential form, where there are many 
independent factors operating and the service is not re
peated regularly (example: supermarket cash register 
channel). 

2. Cumulative distribution (greater than) form, where 
the service operation is of a regularly repeated or "prac
tical" kind (examples: toll gates, bus stops, airport run
ways). 

3. Service operations that are in a large measure de
pendent on skilled machine-operator control tasks (exam
ples: highway and intersection flow, intervehicle headways, 
intersection departure headways). 

The delay characteristics of barrier elements (intersec
tions, toll gates, etc.) can be readily determined from 
queuing theory. Formulas akeady given can be applied to 
single channels with any form of service time distributions 
and exponential arrival distributions. Traffic systems are 
generally simple series and/or parallel arrangements of 
single-channel elements. 

In the case of series elements, total delay is the sum of 
individual delays obtained for the single-channel elements 
as long as 

1. The output of the «th element has a chance to ran
domize before reaching the (« -|- l)th element. 

2. The queue of the (n -|- l)th element does not back 
up into the nth element. 

In the case of parallel element, the saturation flow rate 
increases in direct proportion to the number of channels. 
Delay, however, depends on the method of feeding the 
system and the queuing discipline. 

A number of approximations based on queuing theory 
can be used to develop intersection delay formulas. The 
author has so developed a modification of Webster's 
formula. 

in which 

8 
C 
a 

2(1 - p ) 

an extra starting-up lag for the first vehicle; 
cycle time; 
effective green time; 

A 
is the degree of saturation; and 

K -= the Erlang number of the starting up headway 
distribution, which varies with the percent of 
commercial vehicles in the stream. 

This formula was developed using saturation flow rate 
obtained from the distribution of starting headways. The 
difference in the delays obtained by using such a distribu
tion as compared with the constant headways used by 
Webster seems to compensate for his empirical correction 
term. 

BONE, A. J. , MARTIN, B . V., and HARVEY, T . N . , "The 
Selection of a Cycle Length for Fixed Time Traffic Signals," 
JoLQt Highway Research Project, Department of Civil Engi
neering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Depart
ment of Public Works, Nov. 1962. 

This paper describes a general method for determining the 
optimum cycle length for fixed-time signalized intersections. 
It represents an excellent example of the exploitation of 
theoretical findings for a practical purpose. 

Three criteria were used in the selection of cycle length: 
(1) total delay; (2) expected queue length; and (3) proba
bility of entering the intersection during the first green 
phase. 

The procedure was as follows: 

1. Determine optimum cycle length for minimum delay 
per vehicle. 

2. Determine length of amber phases. 
3. Select trial cycle length and distribute green time to 

phases 1 and 2. 
4. Compute delay per vehicle for critical approach lanes. 
5. Compute total delay for entire intersection. 
6. Compute probability of all arriving vehicles entering 

intersection durmg first green phase. 
7. Compute length of queue to be expected for chosen 

probability of occurrence. 
8. Repeat computations 3 through 7 for a range of 

cycle lengths that will satisfy one or more of the three 
criteria for cycle selection. 

9. Select cycle length. 

The computation techniques utilized were principally due 
to Webster's work on signal timing. An equation developed 
by Olson and Rothery was used to determine amber phase 
length. The probability of arriving vehicles entering the 
intersection during the first green phase relied on the as
sumption of Poisson arrivals, and was in accordance with 
a method used earlier by Webster. 

The application of the method is illustrated in complete 
detail by two examples. Also included is a description and 
operating instructions for a computer program used to 
expedite the necessary computations of vehicle delay. 

The authors note that the relative importance attached 
to each of the three criteria may vary from one location to 
another; consequently, in each case the final selection of a 
cycle length requires an engineering judgment. 
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BREUNING, S. M . , "Intersection Control Through Coordina
tion of Approach Speed," Bulletin 338, Highway Research 
Board, 1962, pp. 69-80. 

This paper develops the concept of using a two-speed, 
nontraffic-actuated speed sign in advance of a traflBc signal 
for the purpose of funneling traffic into the available green 
phase. 

The sign layout is as follows: 

IF SIGNAL 
AHEAD 
IS NOW 

APPROACH 
SIGNAL 

AT 

GREEN 30 MPH 

RED 
OR AMBER 45 MPH 

The mathematical relationships among fast approach 
speed, slow approach speed, signal cycle, red duration, and 
distance from sign to signal are shown and example com
putations are presented. 

The simplicity and low cost of applying this concept 
warrant further study to determine its practicability. No 
experiments have yet been performed to evaluate driver 
response to the sign. Because of the relatively long dis
tances involved, it is expected that the concept would be 
most applicable to isolated signals in rural or suburban 
areas. 

CASCIATO, L . , and CASS, S., "Pilot Study of the Automatic 
Control of Traffic Signals by a General Purpose Electronic 
Computer," Bulletin 338, Highway Research Board, 1962, 
pp. 28-39. 

This paper summarizes the major aspects of a pilot study 
of the remote operation by a general-purpose digital 
computer of a network of traffic signals in Metropolitan 
Toronto, the objectives of which were as follows: 

1. To demonstrate that an electronic computer could 
be connected into an existing traffic signal network to pro
vide a very flexible, reliable, and powerful coordinated 
signal system free of most of the limitations of existing 
traffic signal control equipment. 

2. To obtain at least a first impression of how this 
powerful traffic control system could be used for improv
ing traffic flow, for measuring the improvement, and for 
providing data on traffic to enable further improvements 
to be made. 

The existmg local controllers were equipped with special 
modification units connected to the central computer by 

telephone line to enable the signal switching functions to 
be commanded remotely. Spare contacts on the signal 
switches were interconnected to central in order that signal 
operation could be monitored. Traffic detectors located on 
nearly all approaches at distances ranging from 200 to 
600 ft back from the crosswalks were connected to central 
by a third set of telephone lines. Located at central head
quarters were an IBM 650 computer, a special input-output 
buffer, a digital clock, and auxiliary tape memory modules. 

The computer controlled traffic signals by means of a 
stored master control program, consisting of a large number 
of subroutines which carried out a broad range of logical 
and mathematical operations relating to traffic movements 
and signal timing. Essentially, any existing signal control 
mode could be effected (e.g., the computer could simulate 
volume-density control, PR control, etc.) as well as experi
mental control modes. Furthermore, different intersections 
in the system could be operating under different control 
modes at the same time. 

During automatic control, the computer continuously 
repeats the following sequence of actions at 2-sec intervals: 
all current traffic data are read in— t̂he detectors, monitors, 
and clock; computations are done for each intersection in 
turn to determine which signals should be switched; an out
put pulse is transmitted to command the switching, and 
immediate confirmation is performed by checking the mon
itors. Concurrently, a complete record of traffic and con
trol data is stored on magnetic tape for later analysis of 
system performance. 

The method of conducting the pilot tests is briefly dis
cussed. The primary concern was to evaluate comprehen
sively the capabilities and shortcomings of existing control 
schemes and compare these with the newly developed 
schemes which had never been used before. The details of 
the new control modes are not presented. 

The pilot study indicated that the automatically recorded 
data are sufficient to produce close estimates of travel time, 
delays, and congestion, with field data necessary only for 
corroboration. 

The use of platoon arrival data, referenced against the 
beginning of the upstream green phase, for determining 
efficient offsets is described. The method used in com
puting intersection delay is outlined, and results are pre
sented which show excellent agreement between measured 
and computed delay. A definition of congestion is set forth 

an approach was considered congested whenever the 
queue of waiting vehicles extended past the detector), and 
the method is explained for determining from recorded 
traffic data and traffic signal monitoring data whether or 
not congestion exists. 

The pilot study compared performance under the auto
matic computer-controlled system with that achieved under 
the existing fixed-time system. The automatic system de
creased delay 11 percent during evening peak and 25 per
cent during morning peak. Congestion was reduced by 
28 percent during afternoon peak. The pilot study demon
strated that with an electronic computer as the basis of 
control, a powerful traffic signal system can be realized 
that is practical for citywide installation. 
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CEIR, INC., "Final Report on Intersection Traffic Flow," 
Prepared for U.S. Bureau of Public Roads Under Con
tract, Dec. 1960. 

This report presents the results of a multiple regression 
analysis of factors affecting volume of traffic flow through 
heavily utilized, signalized intersections. Data used in the 
analysis were collected by traffic engineers in states and 
cities throughout the country under the guidance of the 
Bureau as part of the program for the development of a 
new Highway Capacity Manual. 

The traffic flow into the intersection per hour of through 
green time for a given intersection approach was selected 
from among several alternatives as the dependent variable. 
Originally field observations and measurements provided 
48 separate factors affecting traffic flow. Preliminary 
screening reduced the independent variables to 20. 

A total of 994 intersection approaches passed preliminary 
screening. This total sample was stratified or segmented 
into five groups, each with a particular set of attributes. 

I. All adverse weather conditions (144 observations). 
II . Fair weather, central business district (164 observa

tions). 
III . Fair weather, fringe business district (211 observa

tions). 
IV. Fair weather, noncentral, with traffic street mark

ings (359 observations). 
V. Fair weather, noncentral, with no traffic street mark

ings (116 observations). 
The final multiple correlation equations were deter

mined for each of the five groups using 13 independent 
variables, namely: (1) approach width; (2) speed limit; 
(3) population of area; (4) ratio of percent of local buses 
to number of moving lanes; (5) ratio of percent of com
mercial vehicles to number of moving lanes; (6) midblock 
narrowing (actually approach widening); (7) parking; (8) 
parking turnover; (9) freedom for left turns; (10) percent 
loading factor; (11) peak flow ratio; (12) percent right 
turns; (13) percent left turns. 

The analyses yielded coefficients of determination, R^, 
ranging from 0.59 for group I to 0.82 for group V. The 
relative standard errors of estimates ranged from 25 percent 
of the actual mean for group V to 36 percent of the mean 
for group II . In other words, even for the best of 0.82 
for group V, results were obtained which yield estimates 
of flow differing from the true value on the average by 
406 vehicles per hour of green. (For this group the mean 
flow value was 1,630 vehicles per hour of green.) 

The equations are suitable to indicate relative magnitudes 
of changes in flow resulting from changed intersection con
ditions. They are not sensitive enough for precise traffic 
flow prediction at a given intersection with a given set of 
independent variables. 

Certain results obtained suggested that there were several 
signfficant biases in the original data. Some factors appeared 
important but could not be used because of insufficient data. 
With the relatively large amount of variability left unex
plained, it is believed that important factors exist which 
were not measured or observed. 

D I C K , A. C , "The Effect of Gradient on Saturation Flow," 
Laboratory Note No. LN/190/ACD, Department of Scien
tific and Industrial Research, Road Research Laboratory, 
Oct. 1962. 

The number of vehicles crossing the stop line in successive 
6-sec periods was measured at 21 saturated intersection 
approaches with various gradients, ranging from 5.2 per
cent downhill to 8.1 percent uphill. Satiuration flow was 
determined by calculating average discharge rates (vehicles 
per hour) for all but the first and last 6-sec interval during 
the green period. These saturation flows were compared 
with those at level but otherwise similar approaches which 
had been studied previously. Analysis showed a significant 
correlation between the change in saturation flow and the 
gradient. 

Each increase of 1 percent in gradient, throughout the 
range studied, produced a decrease of 3 percent in the 
saturation flow (and vice versa). No correlation was found 
between the effect of heavy vehicles (as stated in equivalent 
passenger car units) and the slope, nor between the lost 
time and the slope. 

FORCHHAMMER, N., and ERICSSON, L . M . , "Single-Lane 
Saturated Flow-Starting Performance," paper presented at 
the Second International Symposium on the Theory of 
Road Traffic Flow, London, June 1963. 

Based on certain simplifying assumptions of homogeneity 
(i.e., vehicle speed, length, emergency deceleration rate, 
and driver reaction time), four policies of safe driving were 
defined and compared on a time-headway-vs-speed graph. 
The policies differed with regard to the driver's willingness 
to accept risk. The premise that there is a different abso
lute value of risk associated with each of the policies was 
partially confirmed by a special interpretation of accident 
statistics that had been correlated with traffic flow and 
speed. The curves representing driving policies were then 
considered in the light of Greenburg's law for the traffic 
equation of state, and it was concluded that such a descrip
tion of traffic flow may be made more flexible by utilizing 
the parameter optimum concentration, rather than jam 
concentration, along with optimum speed. 

Of greater direct pertinence to this project, two models 
of starting performance of a queue at a traffic signal were 
formulated and compared. The first was a simple model 
for harmonious starting performance which involved the 
driver in a series of decisions: 

1. Decide when to start, and the value of acceleration; 
2. Reduce acceleration to maintain safe headway; 
3. Increase acceleration, following the car ahead; 
4. Reduce acceleration to fit speed of road. 

Under this model, the effects on capacity and speed at 
the stop line of variations in stopped spacing in the queue 
and time interval between starts of cars in the queue were 
described. 

The second model of starting performance was based on 
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Herman's reciprocal-spacing-car-following equation. To 
avoid the development of shock waves, a maximum accel
eration constraint was introduced. 

Time-space diagrams of starting performance associated 
with each of the models were presented, and important 
similarities and differences in performance were noted and 
discussed. 

FRANCIS, J . G. F . , and L O T T , R . S., "A Simulation Program 
for Linked Traffic Signals," paper presented at the Second 
International Symposium on the Theory of Road Traffic 
Flow, London, June 1963. 

A computer program is described that simulates traffic in 
a network of roads controlled by fixed-time, linked traffic 
signals. 

Networks can be simulated which contain no more than 
30 intersections, connected by a maximum of 80 links 
which carry single streams of vehicles which enter and 
leave the network at no more than 20 peripheral arms. 
Vehicle representation in the system is physical, with the 
presence or absence of a vehicle at a given time and place 
indicated by the value of the appropriate bit in a series. 
A fixed simulation cycle time of 1 sec was utilized in the 
original work. 

Vehicle entries, discharge from queues, turning move
ments, and individual speeds along links are determined 
probabilistically. 

Homogeneity of vehicle type is assumed, and the system 
does not permit the path through the network of an indi
vidual vehicle to be followed. Actual spacing of vehicles 
along a link is not considered, but the single-stream char
acter of the links ensures that not more than one vehicle 
reaches the end of a link during a single time interval, 
thereby causing vehicle delays. 

Input volume rates, saturation flows, turning proportions, 
and traffic signal timing data are included as simulation 
input. Output includes the flows, average delays, and 
average queue lengths on all links. 

Using a 1-sec cycle, the program consumes approxi
mately n/18 real time, where n is the number of inter
sections, when run on a Ferranti Pegasus computer. 

GRAHAM, E . F . , and C H E N U , D . C , "A Study of Unre
stricted Platoon Movement of Traffic," Traffic Engineering, 
April 1962, pp. 11-13. 

This article describes a study conducted by the California 
Division of Highways, in cooperation with the Bureau of 
Public Roads, at rural, isolated, signalized intersections to 
determine the amount of dispersion of platoons at various 
distances dovmstream from then: origin. 

Data were collected at points 150 ft, V4 mile, mile, 
% mile, and 1 mile downstream of a 2-phase fully actuated 
signal on a 4-lane rural expressway. Vehicle arrivals were 
detected at these points by road tubes; the first two were 
connected to the BPR traffic analyzer, and the last three 

were connected to graphical recorders. A platoon was 
defined as all vehicles passing through the signal during 
each green phase, and platoon length was defined as the 
difference in arrival time of the first and last vehicle in the 
platoon at the 150-ft point. A total of 70 platoons moving 
away from the intersection were observed. At locations 
2, 3, 4, and 5, the average arrival time of the first vehicle 
in a platoon was measured, and the offset (i.e., the differ
ence in average arrival time of the first vehicle at the down
stream location and at location 1) was determined. Then, 
the percentage of vehicles arriving within a time period 
equal to platoon length was determined for each of the 
locations. A summary of the data follows: 

VEHICLES 
REMAINING 

LOCATION IN PLATOON 

2 (14 mile) 91 percent 
3 {Vi mile) 85 percent 
4 (% mile) 80 percent 
5 (1 mile) 77 percent 

It is concluded that vehicles remained in well-defined 
platoons for distances of at least 1 mile beyond the signal. 
No comment is made, however, regarding the obvious 
spreading or dispersion of the platoon. It would seem from 
the data that the percentage of vehicles remaining in the 
platoon is significantly reduced at each successive down
stream point. 

L E W I S , R . M . , and MICHAEL, H . L . , "The Simulation of 
Traffic Flow to Obtain Volume Warrants for Intersection 
Control," Highway Research Record, No. 15, 1963, pp. 
1-43. 

This paper describes the development and application of 
a digital computer simulation model of traffic flow at an 
orthogonal intersection of a 4-lane major arterial street 
with a 2-lane minor street. Operation under two control 
models (two-way stop sign and semi-traffic-actuated signal) 
was simulated for the purpose of establishing a realistic set 
of volume warrants which, when applied, would result in 
the control mode causing lowest delay to be used. 

Total delay encompasses any delay caused by the exist
ence of traffic control devices and interaction with other 
vehicles. Vehicles that decelerate to turn and then accelerate 
to their desired velocities are not considered as being de
layed. Straight-through vehicles pass through the inter
section without slowing. Any travel time in addition to 
these requirements is considered delay. 

Average delay per vehicle for all four approaches com
bined was the figure of merit. However, excessive unbal
ance of the figure of merit among the approaches was 
recognized as undesirable. 

The Model 
The mode of representation employed was a variation of 
the mathematical notation. The entire representation was 
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in algebraic format because an algebraic compiler was used. 
Each vehicle had several characteristics, each of which was 
defined in a computer word; thus each vehicle was com
posed of several computer words. The roadway system 
was represented by a three-dimensional array whose length 
dimension corresponded to relative position along the road, 
width dimension represented traffic lanes, and vertical 
dimension accommodated characteristics of individual ve
hicles. The ends of the array were mathematically con
nected to form a "circular array" long enough to handle 
all traffic in the system. 

A 1-sec simulation scanning cycle was utilized. During 
every time increment, vehicles were processed by proceed
ing sequentially in each lane in a direction opposite to flow. 

1. Distance traveled, Z, during the time increment was 
computed in accordance with restrictions relating to 
spacing, acceleration, stopping, or turning from basic 
equations of motion. 

2. The critical Z was selected (the smallest of the Z's 
computed in step 1). 

3. The new X coordinate was computed. 
4. The new velocity was computed. 

Vehicle generation was accomplished using a theoretical 
probability distribution which incorporated the platooning 
effect of traffic. The turning maneuvers of vehicles are 
randomly selected. Vehicles travel so as to minimize their 
delay and have a uniform free flow or maximum speed, 
have imiform acceleration and deceleration rates (subject 
to special conditions), are all 17 ft long with 22-ft mini
mum spacing, have a maximum velocity at the turn point 
(same for right and left turns), are not subjected to pedes
trian interference, and never collide, travel backward, or 
break down. For a queue of vehicles being served by the 
green signal, 3.8 sec is required for the first vehicle to enter, 
subsequent headways are reduced to about 2.1 sec for the 
4th vehicle, and speeds continue increasing and headways 
decreasing until the 20th vehicle passes at free flow speed 
with a 1.5-sec headway. Merging and crossing maneuvers 
are based on fixed-gap acceptance criteria (in other words 
a gap size is stated which is considered acceptable to all). 
A list of 21 rules of operation was formulated. 

The simulation program is written in FORTRAN for the 
7090. In its present state 15,271 words of core storage 
are required. A favorable ratio of real time to computer 
time of 45 to 1 is achieved. 

Application 
The application of the simulation program was rather 
severely limited to a set of fixed parameters which were 
considered to be representative of typical operation of 
traffic at an intersection. To begin with, the geometric 
design of the intersection was fixed. Then fixed values 
were selected for variable traffic factors: velocities, accel
eration-deceleration rates, vehicle size, directional distri
bution, lane distribution, turning probabilities, and accept
able gap sizes. Finally the variables involved in semi-
actuated signal control were set: location of detectors, 
main street green and amber, and side street initial, exten
sion, maximum, and amber. 

Simulation runs were made varying the traffic volumes 
on the cross streets over a broad range of values. Both 
stop-sign and semi-actuated control were imposed, and the 
simulation results were analyzed to determine volume-
delay relationships. The relationships for the two types of 
control were superimposed to determine points of equal 
delay; these points were then plotted as a function of 
volumes on the two streets, and lines of equal delay were 
constructed. 

Conclusions 
1. The simulation model performed in the desired 

manner. 
2. The volume warrants developed are directly appli

cable to intersections of the class studied. The findings 
are of general interest and contribute to general under
standing of the effect of control on delay. 

3. When the intersection was under stop-sign control: 
(a) unless an average wait of 30 sec per vehicle is accept
able on the side street, the critical factor in determining 
the adequacy of stop-sign control will generally be delay 
to side-street vehicles; and (b) average wait on the side 
street is quite sensitive to gap acceptance criteria. 

4. Operating under semi-actuated signal control: (a) for 
many volumes occurring during the day, overall delay 
would be reduced by placing signals on flashing operation 
(same as stop-sign control); and (b) for normal volume 
distributions (heavier traffic on major street) average delay 
per vehicle is lowest when detectors are placed close to 
side-street stop lines. 

MARCONI, W . , "The Relative Efficiency of Various Types 
of Traffic Signal Controls," Traffic Engineering, April 1963, 
pp. 13-17. 

The paper reports the measurement of traffic performance 
at two signalized intersections to compare the relative 
efficiency of four alternative modes of traffic signal control: 
(1) volume-density control; (2) fully actuated control; 
(3) semi-actuated control; and (4) fixed-time progressive 
control. 

The principal performance criterion was average stopped 
delay per vehicle. In addition, a supplementary criterion, 
percentage of vehicles delayed (stopped), was utilized. 

The traffic signal controller settings were selected in 
accordance with standard practice of the San Francisco 
Traffic Engineering Department. In the case of fixed-time 
control, settings provided excellent progression from near
by upstream signals in the major direction of flow. 

Sample data were collected which represented a broad 
range of traffic flow levels, from 200 vehicles per lane hour 
to saturation levels exceeding 1,200 to 1,300 vehicles per 
lane hour. At one intersection, data were gathered with 
an electric calculator and delay meter developed by the 
University of California I T T E , while at the second study 
location the sampling method of recording stopped delays 
was utilized. 
Among the more important conclusions of the study were 
the following: 
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1. Of the traffic-actuated controllers, the volume-density 
mode of signal control resulted in least delay to motorists, 
followed closely by the fully actuated type. The semi-
actuated mode resulted in relatively poor performance, 
indicating that it was not as suitable for use at intersections 
with high peak-period demands. 

2. Under circumstances where good progressive move
ment on the main artery can be achieved, it will prove to 
be considerably more effective in terms of reduced delays 
and percentage of vehicles stopped than isolated operation 
of traffic-actuated modes of control. 

It was noted, however, that the overall improvement 
under fixed-time progressive control was at the expense of 
side street traffic, which suffered considerable delay. 

M I L L E R , A L A N J . , "Settings for Fixed Cycle Traffic Signals," 
(unpublished paper). University of Birmingham. 

A formula is derived for average delay to vehicles at inter
sections controlled by fixed-cycle traffic signak. The delay 
to all vehicles was found by considering separately those 
arriving during the red phase and those arriving during 
the green phase. Assumptions include the following: (1) 
vehicle arrival distributions with any variance to mean 
ratio may be used; (2) departures from the queue are 
regular (i.e., vehicles leave at regular intervals of time; 
(3) delay is the difference between delayed and undelayed 
journey times over a distance which includes acceleration 
and deceleration distances on each side of the junction, and 
delay is unaltered if instantaneous deceleration and acceler
ation at the stop line are assumed. 

The formula for expected total delay per cycle is 

_ g(c-g) (sl(2x-l) 
z ( s - g ) \ q(l-x) 

+ S(c-g) + 1 - 1 + 

in which 

c -

8 -
9 -
s -

X — 

cycle length; 
length of the effective green phase; 
the arrival rate of vehicles; 
saturation flow, i.e., the average departure rate 
during the effective green phase; 
the ratio of the variance to the mean count of 
arrivals over the period excluding the effective 
green time; and 
the traffic intensity qc/sg 

(R/A) Gracn A (R/A) Green A 

N-S 1 N-S 1 N-S 
E - W | 

E -W 1 E-W 
lost 1 

Effective Green 
loit 1 

Effective Green 
time N-S time E-W 
N-S ' E-W 

one complete cycle 

Average delay per vehicle 

qc 

Webster's formula for average delay per vehicle is 
r 

C ( l - g / c ) 2 
0.65 Z(l-qls) ' 2q(l-x) ^(2 + 5^/c) 

Delays at several intersections have been observed in the 
field and compared \nth both Miller's and Webster's com
puted delay. When arrivals are nearly random (/ = 1 ) , 
both formulas yield almost the same delay as observed. 
Where / is appreciably greater than one, observed delay is 
greater than Webster's but still close to Miller's. 

Formulas for computing split and cycle have then been 
derived. Denoting the highest intensity directions on the 
two streets as i and /, the proportion of total effective green 
time allocated to one particular green phase [g/(c—L)] is 

c-L 
(afli — a ^ j ) 

where 

and the cycle is 

1 / / < L ( l - g , / j « L + 

- l-(q^/^^^) 
where L — total lost time per cycle. Lost time is delay 
imposed on the first vehicle after the start of green to allow 
for its acceleration delay in practice. 

The two equations can be simplified for practical use: 

" a,sy -I- a,J, 

L + ^llfL/Si 

1 - (9./T^<) 

MBLLER, A L A N J . , " A Traffic Control System for Urban 
Network," (unpublished paper). University of Birmingham, 
1963. 

This paper develops a "minimum delay" method of con
trolling traffic signal switching by a digital computer. While 
the goal is the control of networks of signals, this paper's 
detailed discussion of control is limited to individual inter
sections. The control procedure developed requires two 
detectors on each approach, one at the stop line and one 
approximately 300 ft back. The computer scans the inter
section every h seconds and makes a choice between two 
alternatives: 

1. Leave the signals as they are for another h seconds. 
2. Change the signals to favor the other directions of 

traffic. 

The basis of the decision is a test quantity, T, which, 
given green on N-S approaches, is 

T — the favin^ of delay to N-S traffic by extend
ing the green phase h seconds minus the 
delay caused to E-W traffic by leaving the 
signals as they are for a further h seconds. 
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The elements of the equation for ^avin; of delay, which 
either are known or must be established before computa
tions are performed, are as follows: length of the amber 
phase, length of the next N-S red phase, time lost during 
acceleration after the end of the red phase, number of 
vehicles expected to pass through the intersection from N 
and S approaches during the next h seconds, arrival rates 
of flow per h seconds on the N and S approaches, and 
saturation rates of flow per h seconds through the inter
section from the N and S approaches (queue discharge 
rates). 

For computation of delay caused the following are 
needed: the number of vehicles already waiting (queue 
length) on the E and W approaches, the arrival rates per 
h seconds on E and W approaches, the saturation flow or 
departure rates per h seconds on E and W approaches, and 
the initial lost time (starting delay) on the E and W 
approaches. 

In the procedure developed, the saturation flow and lost 
time values are continuously estimated using exponentially 
weighted moving averages. Starting values are from Web
ster and data are counts of vehicles crossing the stop line 
detector. The length of the next N-S red phase is assumed 
to depend linearly upon the length of the queues on the 
E and W approaches. 

A least squares regression line, which is updated using 
exponentially weighted moving averages of the variables, 
is used to estimate the length of the next red phase. 
Arrival rates are determined from counts past the approach 
detectors. Regarding queue length, it is not clear whether 
count-in/count-out or count-in/assumed launch rate-out is 
used. The possibility of providing special right turn (same 
as U.S. left) phases upon detection of stationary vehicles 
in the right lane during the green phase is briefly discussed. 

A simulation program has been written for a 30- to 40-
intersection network. First use was to compare perform
ance at a single intersection, minimum delay method versus 
fully actuated. Under very low volume, 200 vph on each 
of four approaches, the minimum delay system yields about 
10 percent less delay. On a Ferranti Mercury computer, 
simulation of one intersection takes about two-thirds real 
time. 

A few ideas about network control are briefly discussed, 
which are of interest. One idea, called quantity control, 
would prevent queues from spreading backward through 
the system by never permitting more vehicles to be dis
charged at an intersection than could be accommodated 
downstream. 

MORRISON, H . M. , UNDERWOOD, A . F . , and B I E R L E Y , R . L . , 
"Traffic Pacer," Bulletin 338, Highway Research Board, 
1962, pp. 40-68. 

This paper describes the design and evaluation of a "traffic 
pacer" system in a 4-mi section of a two-way signalized 
arterial near Detroit, on which there are 9 signalized inter
sections. The object of the traffic pacer is to form compact 

groups of moving vehicles timed to arrive during the green 
phase. The pacer system makes use of two control elements 
which were conceived by Von Stein in 1954 in Diisseldorf, 
namely, the changeable message speed sign and the pre-
signal. 

The purpose of the speed signal is to inform the drivers 
of the travel speed which will allow them to pass through 
the next signal without stopping. With proper driver re
sponse, vehicles are compressed or funneled into a more 
compact group which fits the green phase. The pre-signal 
is designed to give vehicles which were forced to stop a 
flying start through the intersection signal, thus eliminating 
or minimizing starting delay. It is shown that the pacer 
system operation maximizes intersection capacity and thus 
maximizes system capacity. 

Most of the 9 signalized intersections in the test section 
were equipped with pre-signals. The exact distances of the 
pre-signals from the intersection signals are not given, but 
they were varied for experimental reasons and generally 
allowed acceleration to 30 mph at the intersection. Speed 
signals were installed at each pre-signal location and at 
intervals of approximately 1,500 ft back from the inter
section. Thus the number of speed signals used upstream 
of an intersection depended on the distance back to the 
preceding signalized intersection. The maximum distance 
was 1 mile, in which case 4 speed signals and 1 pre-signal 
were utilized. In all, 43 speed signals and 11 pre-signals 
were installed and operated. 

Traffic operation using the pacer system was compared 
with operation in a noninterconnected system and in a 
progressive interconnected system. 

Criteria used to compare the three systems were (1) 
average trip time, (2) average number of stops, (3) average 
speed, (4) queue lengths, (5) safety, and (6) public 
opinion. 

Significantly fewer stops were made with the pacer. 
Higher average speeds were maintained and trip times 
were less for the pacer and the progressive systems than 
for the noninterconnected. (The pacer and progressive 
systems did not differ significantly on these criteria.) The 
average number of cars queued under the pacer system 
(queue at intersection and pre-signal) was 44 percent less 
than under progressive operation. It is stated that the pacer 
system has equivalent safety, but little evidence is set forth 
to support this conclusion. 

Results of questionnaires distributed to drivers using the 
test section indicated that approximately 65 percent of the 
people felt that the pacer system was faster, safer, and 
caused fewer stops than the other two systems. 

Intersection capacity under the three systems was also 
given consideration. Several of the high-volume intersec
tions at rush periods were compared by measuring the fre
quency of cycles in which some arbitrary maximum number 
of cars or more made it through. Results are given for one 
intersection which show that 30 or more cars per cycle 
were passed during 25.4 percent of the cycles under the 
pacer system, as compared with 19.4 percent and 17.1 
percent under the progressive and noninterconnected 
systems, respectively. 
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National Joint Committee on Uniform Traffic Control De
vices, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for 
Streets and Highways, 1961, Sections 3D-14 and 3D-15, 
pp. 192-193. 

No information is given with regard to selection of total 
cycle length. 

Some of the factors that must be considered in assign
ing green time to the intersecting streets are (1) number 
of traffic lanes and other physical conditions, (2) volume 
of traffic in the critical lanes, (3) requirements of commer
cial and public transit vehicles, (4) vehicle headways on 
the intersecting streets (departure, headways), (5) pedes
trian requirements, (6) vehicle and pedestrian clearance 
requirements, and (7) turning movements. 

With regard to splits, two different conditions are con
sidered: 

1. If, during the heaviest traffic hour, the effect of turn
ing movements, slow-moving commercial vehicles, and 
other factors on the timespacing between vehicles in the 
critical lane leaving the intersection is equal for the two 
heavier traffic flows at right angles, the division of the total 
time cycle into two green periods will be approximately 
correct if the two periods are made directly proportional 
to the intersecting volumes of traffic per critical lane. 

Tb " Vn 
where - j - = total cycle (A clearance interval + 
B clearance interval). 

2. If, during the heaviest traffic hour, there is consider
able difference in the time spacing between vehicles leaving 
in the two intersecting critical lanes, this fact should be 
taken into account, and the green periods should be made 
proportional to the products of the critical lane volumes 
and the time spacing on the respective streets. 

VnXHn 

N E W E L L , G . F . , "Synchronization of Lights for High Flow," 
(unpublished paper). Research Supported by General 
Motors, 1963. 

The flow of traffic on a signalized arterial is the subject of 
theoretical treatment to determine optimal synchronization 
(that which minimizes total delay). Assumptions made 
include the following: 

1. Dense traffic with intersection flow near saturation. 
2. No passing is done; cars behave as described by 

continuum or car-following theories. 
3. The duration (time) of a platoon increases as it 

moves between traffic signals. This spreading of the platoon 
is mainly due to the acceleration of the platoon as a whole 
rather than random differences in speeds of the first few 
cars. The platoon duration exceeds the downstream green 
phase. 

4. Cross street traffic is disregarded. 

Theoretical conclusions are as follows: 

1. The synchronization that yields minimum total delay 
for unidirectional traffic is the one for which the tail car 
of the platoon always just makes it through the succeeding 
intersection, but the lead car arrives early and is delayed 
waiting for the green phase. 

2. For heavy but unequal two-directional flow, total 
delay is minimized by providing optimal synchronization for 
the direction with lower traffic flow. 

The problem of the lead driver not cooperating with the 
behavior model is discussed. It is theorized that if the lead 
driver slows down so he can pass through the light without 
stopping, the whole platoon is proportionately retarded and 
the last car will fail to make it through. Total delay will be 
increased. If all cars are slowed down enough to effect a 
reduction in average time headway, the whole platoon will 
make it through but the advantage gained will be more 
than offset by increased journey time between intersections. 
Regarding the neglect of statistical fluctuations in the 
model, it is concluded that the theorized flow patterns are 
quite stable, and, even though fluctuations may be impor
tant in describing details, they are not likely to alter the 
qualitative conclusions. 

PASSAU, P . H . , "Delays Incurred by Vehicles Stopped at 
Traffic Lights," International Road Safety and Traffic 
Review, Vol. XI , No. 3, Summer 1963. 

This paper examines the statistical characteristics of vehicles 
stopped at a signalized intersection, describes a method for 
determining optimal fixed-cycle length, and proposes an 
alternative method of traffic signal operation which theo
retically would reduce delays. 

Basic assumptions were (1) interarrival times between 
vehicles are exponentially distributed, and (2) the depart
ing time of the stopped vehicle depends linearly on its rank 
in the queue. Implicit were assumptions of homogeneity of 
vehicle starting performance and the absence of turning 
maneuvers. 

Formulas were derived to describe characteristics of per
formance for an intersection of two one-way streets, as 
follows: 

1. The mean and standard deviation of the number of 
vehicles coming to a full stop during a red period of given 
duration on each road. 

2. The average delay time experienced by vehicles on 
each road, given fixed cycle conditions. 

3. The mean and standard deviation of number of 
vehicles stopped and the average delay time in a system 
where signal operation is a Markovian process generated 
by relating the length of successive green periods to the 
number of vehicles that arrived during preceding red 
periods. 

The performance characteristics of an intersection con
trolled by an "optimal" fixed-cycle timer were shown to be 
theoretically better than performance under arbitrarily 
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selected fixed cycles, particularly in the case of heavy 
demand. 

Much greater theoretical improvement in performance 
was shown to result from the "Markovian process" traffic 
signal control. 

Similar results were shown for an intersection of bidirec
tional streets. In this case, it was found to be very difficult 
to evaluate the problem theoretically, hence simulation tests 
using probability tables were applied to yield numerical 
results. 

SAOEN, RAGNVALD, "An Analytical Method to Determine 
Time-Space Relationships Beween Coordinated Signals," 
(master's thesis). Northwestern University, 1962. 

Through comprehensive treatment of the geometries of 
time-space diagrams for two-way streets, a method for 
determining an "optimum" timing plan is developed. Op
timization is interpreted as meaning the maximization of 
the ratio between bandwidth and cycle length. For a given 
street layout, a speed and cycle length are found which 
provide optimum operation. In a brief discussion it is 
theorized that the approach could be used successfully in 
the solution of closed network timing problems. 

SCHWARZ, HEINZ, "The Influence of the Amber Light on 
Starting Delay at Intersections," (master's thesis). North
western University, 1961. 

Starting delay data were collected at seven intersections in 
Chicago, both with and without the amber light preceding 
green. The experiment was well designed statistically, mak
ing possible the testing of two hypotheses with a known 
degree of significance. 

The first hypothesis was that the standard deviations of 
starting delay, both with and without preceding amber, 
were equal. At none of the seven intersections was there 
evidence to reject this hypothesis (a — 0.05). 

The second hypothesis was that mean starting delay with 
preceding amber equals mean starting delay without amber. 
This hypothesis was rejected at all seven intersections (a =• 
0.01). Starting delay averaged 2.97 sec with amber pre
ceding green and 4.17 sec without the amber. 

Accident records were reviewed, but there were insuffi
cient data to evaluate the effect of the amber ligjit on safety. 

STARK, M . C , "Computer Simulation of Nine Blocks of a 
City Street," NBS Technical Note 119, U.S. Department 
of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Nov. 1961. 

This paper describes the development of a microscopic 
digital simulation model of traffic operation along a 9-block 
section of an arterial street in Washington, D.C. Ten inter
sections were included in the system, seven of which were 
controlled by traffic signals, and the other three by stop 
signs on the side streets. 

Written for the IBM 704, the program utilizes a modified 
memorandum notation with each lane of each street divided 
into 12-ft unit blocks. Two computer words were reserved 
for information about each unit block, including the char
acteristics of the vehicle contained therein, if any. Vehicles 
and their physical and operational characteristics were 
generated randomly. The imit blocks were reviewed each 
V'i sec, and vehicles were moved in accordance with rela
tively rigid deterministic rules of safe following, accelera
tion rates, turning speeds, response to amber signals, lane 
changing, gap acceptance, etc. Individual vehicles may be 
tagged and their progress through the system viewed in 
detail. 

The simulation system provided two outputs: 

1. Vehicle positions during each %-sec increment were 
plotted on an oscilloscope and photographed, resulting in 
a symbolic aerial-view picture of simulated operation. 

2. A series of tables cataloging vehicle entries, passage 
at key intersections, exits, running times, vehicle types, 
speed, and lane usage was produced. 

The immediate area of application of the simulation 
system was to study the effectiveness of experimental signal 
timing changes. It was also noted, however, that to the 
extent that the model can faithfully represent realism, 
volume rates and other physical and operational charac
teristics of traffic can be modified and the resulting effect 
on system performance measured. 

W E B B , G . M . , "Prunedale Signals," Traffic Engineering, 
May 1962, pp. 14-15. 

This article describes an experimental changeable message 
sign system used in advance of a volume-density-controlled 
signalized intersection on US 101. The signs are located 
600 ft in advance of the signal and 200 ft beyond the 
detectors; they advise motorists who cross the detectors 
after the controller has yielded, but before the signal has 
changed to red, to "prepare to stop." This message is 
actuated 10 sec before the end of the green phase and 
remains on through the red phase. Upon the beginning of 
the next green phase, the sign message is changed to "slow 
traffic ahead," which remains illuminated for 22 sec. The 
sign then remains blank until the succeeding "prepare to 
stop" message is actuated. 

The signs have not been in place long enough to evaluate 
their effectiveness in reducing accidents. 

WEBSTER, F . V., and WARDROP, J. G . , "Capacity of Urban 
Intersections," Sixth International Study Week Traffic 
Engineering," Salzburg, 1962. 

This paper deals only with the capacity aspect of single-
level intersection design. The analyses given are prelimi
nary, and further work is needed to cover wider ranges on 
the variables. 
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Capacities of priority, time-sharing, and space-sharing 
intersections are determined and compared with one 
another, and the effects of certain variables are discussed. 
This review concerns time-sharing intersections only (i.e., 
those controlled by traffic signals). 

The capacity of signalized intersections depends on the 
saturation flows of individual approaches and on the amount 
of "dead time" in the cycle. The green and amber periods 
are replaced by an "effective green" period throughout 
which flow is assumed equal to saturation rate, and lost 
time during which no flow takes place. Capacity, then, is 
directly proportional to effective green time. 

Satiuration flow was shown to be linearly related to 
approach widths for widths between 17 and 60 ft, and is 
given by 

S=\60W 

in which 

S = saturation flow in passenger car units per hour; 
W =• approch width in feet (curb to centerline). 

The effects of different classes of vehicles are given by 
various passenger car unit equivalents. For example, one 
heavy or medium commercial vehicle is equivalent to 1% 
passenger car units. 

The effect of a right-turning (U.S. left) vehicle which 
crosses an opposing stream was found to be equivalent to 
1 % passenger car units. 

The reduction in saturation flow caused by a parked 
vehicle is equivalent to a loss of carriageway width as 
given by 

0.9(Z-25) Effective loss of width — 5.5 — 
K 

in which 

Z = distance from stop line to parked car, or 25 ft; 
k = green time, in sec. 

Capacity is dependent on total cycle time. Suppose that 
the ratio of flow to saturation flow is calculated for each 
approach to an intersection and 

y 
Y 
L 

the highest ratio for each phase; 
the sum of y's over all phases; and 
total lost time in the cycle (periods when all 
signals are red or red amber plus the lost time 
for individual phases). 

Then the cycle time which will just pass all traffic is given by 

L 
cm 1 - Y 

Given the cycle length, the maximum Y value which can be 
accommodated is 

cm 

The practical value of Y which produces generally accept
able delays is taken as 90 percent of the maximum. 

WEBSTER, F . V . , "Traffic Signals," Lecture Given at Con
ference on Traffic Engineering, Trondheim, Norway, Jan. 
1961. 

The first portion of this paper serves essentially as a primer 
of present-day traffic signaling in Great Britain. Included 
are descriptions of (1) sequence of signal indications, (2) 
vehicle-actuated signal operation, (3) coordinated signal 
systems, and (4) practical considerations of signal warrants, 
types of signals, phasing, clearance periods, filter signals, 
signaling and marking layout, and detectors. 

Next the "saturation flow—^lost time" determmation of 
capacity is described, and the effects of approach with 
traffic composition, turning movements, and parked vehicles 
are shown. The saturation flow values given did not account 
for the effects of two-wheeled vehicles and are some 10 
percent lower than the revised values shown in more recent 
papers. 

Fixed-Time Signals 
The formula for average delay per vehicle which was 
determined by fitting a curve to simulated intersection traffic 
data is given: 

in which 
(1-A^) ^ 2q(l-x) V^V 

d = average delay per vehicle, 
c = cycle time, 
A — effective green time/cycle time, 
q — I flow, 
s — saturation flow, and 
X — degree of saturation (the ratio of actual flow to 

possible flow, or q/Xf). 

An alternative form is given where the last term is 
dropped and a linear reduction factor applied. 

^ 9 cq-x)^ ^ 
10 2 ( l - ; c ) 2q(l-x) 

Optimum cycle time (that which results in least overall 
delay) is given by 

Co 
1.5L + 5 

l - 3 ' i - y 2 -

where y^, y^,-- - y^ are the maximum q/s values for phase 
1, 2, • • • R, and L is total lost time. 

To optimize splits, the rule was derived to set 

8x 
82 

,21 

where and are the effective green times of phases 1 
and 2. It is stated that this rule may be extended to multi
phase operations, but exactly how this is accomplished is 
not clear, unless 

2 1 
1̂ 

22. 
8n 
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A formula for average queue length at the beginning of 
green is derived: 

N • -+d or 

whichever is larger, and where r is the red time. 
It is possible to compute the queue size, N, which is ex

ceeded once in a certain number of cycles. The sizes which 
occur every 100 cycles are computed as functions of average 
arrivals per cycle, degree of saturation, and proportion 
effective green, and are presented in tabular form. 

Vehicle-Actuated Signals 
A digital computer was programmed to simulate traffic 
conditions at intersections controlled by vehicle-actuated 
signals. No details of the simulation model are given. 
Several results are discussed. 

Average delay was determined for various combinations 
of vehicle-extension and maximum periods, and it was 
found that for minimum delay the extension period should 
be as short as practicable (about 4 sec) so that the signals 
just allow the queue to disperse before changing to the next 
phase. The best value for maximum did not vary much 
with changing extension periods, and the fixed-time formula 
can be used reasonably well to determine the best maximum 
period. 

For peak delays, when the greens are running to maxi
mum, the average delay per vehicle is calculated accurately 
using the fixed-time formula. During off peak, when maxi
mums are generally not realized, the average delay occur
ring with a 4-sec extension period in effect may be roughly 
calculated by the fixed-time delay formula in which calcu
lated values of optimum cycle and split for each particular 
volume level are substituted. These are not necessarily the 
cycle and split values occurring in the field. 

In practice, vehicle-actuated signals provide lower delay 
under light flow than fixed-time signals whose green periods 
are set equal to the maximums. Under peak volumes, of 
course, the actuated signal operates as a fixed time and the 
same delay occurs. It is concluded that the real value of 
vehicle-actuated operation is not that it caters to cycle-to-
cycle variations but that it deals satisfactorily with longer 
term changes in total flow and flow ratios among the arms. 

WILDERMUTH, B . R . , "Average Vehicle Headways at Signal
ized Intersections," Traffic Engineering, Nov. 1962, pp. 
17-20. 

This paper describes a study of average vehicle headways 
(departure headways) at signalized intersections in Zurich, 

Switzerland. It was the purpose of the study to evaluate 
the effect on average vehicle headway of th following vari
ables: (1) length of green phase, (2) amount of heavy 
vehicles, (3) amount of turning traffic, and (4) direction 
of traffic movement. 

Data were collected at free flowing, level intersections, 
free from parking and stopping, with lanes no narrower 
than 10 ft, and with insignificant motorcycle and bicycle 
traffic. 

Average vehicle headways were determined by counting 
and classifying vehicle movements during green and amber 
intervals, measuring the duration of the green interval, and 
performing the necessary division. The only data used were 
for those green intervals which were fully utilized. 

The following conclusions were made: 

1. The length of the green phase does affect average 
headway. For a 10-sec phase, the average was found to be 
2.35 sec. As the green interval increases, average headway 
decreases; at 35- to 45-sec green intervals, the average is 
just below 2.00 (which corresponds to a saturation flow 
rate of 1,800 vph). For longer green intervals the average 
increased slightly. (Actually this is probably caused by 
some thinning out of demand.) 

2. Heavy vehicles have an effect on average headway 
which was found slightly smaller for short phases than for 
long ones. For green intervals between 10 and 30 sec, each 
percent of heavy vehicles increased the average headway 
by about 0.7 percent. For greens between 30 and 50 sec 
long, the increase caused by each percent of heavy vehicles 
was about 1 percent. (Using Webster's passenger car 
equivalence approach, a heavy vehicle would equal 1.70 
passenger cars for the short phases and 2.0 passenger cars 
for the longer phases.) 

3. Turning traffic, below 45 percent turns, were found 
to decrease average headways It was observed that when 
only a few cars turn off, succeeding cars tend to close up 
the gap created, thus increasing the discharge rate and 
resulting in slightly lower average headway. For phases 
between 35 and 45 sec with no heavy vehicles, average 
headway was reduced to 1.88 sec when there was 13.5 
percent turning traffic. With 25 percent turns, average 
headway was 1.92; and for 45 percent turns headways 
were back to the basic level of 2.00. 

4. For special turning lanes, right and left, average 
headways were found to be slightly larger than for the 
through lanes. For right turn lanes, average headway was 
2.13 sec which was larger than the average headway for 
left turn lanes of 2.08, probably because right turns are 
sharper. 



THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES - NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

is a private, nonprofit organization of scientists, dedicated to the furtherance of 

science and to its use for the general welfare. The Academy itself was established 

in 1863 under a congressional charter signed by President Lincoln. Empowered 

to provide for all activities appropriate to academies of science, it was also required 

by its charter to act as an adviser to the federal government in scientific matters. 

This provision accounts for the close ties that have always existed between the 

Academy and the government, although the Academy is not a governmental agency. 

The National Research Council was established by the Academy in 1916, at 

the request of President Wilson, to enable scientists generally to associate their 

efforts with those of the limited membership of the Academy in service to the 

nation, to society, and to science at home and abroad. Members of the National 

Research Council receive their appointments f rom the president of the Academy. 

They include representatives nominated by the major scientific and tchnical socie

ties, representatives of the federal government, and a number of members at large. 

I n addition, several thousand scientists and engineers take part in the activities of 

the research council through membership on its various boards and committees. 

Receiving funds f rom both public and private sources, by contribution, grant, 

or contract, the Academy and its Research Council thus work to stimulate 

research and its applications, to survey the broad possibilities of science, to 

promote effective utilization of the scientific and technical resources of the country, 

to serve the government, and to further the general interests of science. 

The Highway Research Board was organized November 11, 1920, as an 

agency of the Division of Engineering and Industrial Research, one of the eight 

functional divisions of the National Research Council. The Board is a cooperative 

organization of the highway technologists of America operating under the auspices 

of the Academy-Council and with the support of the several highway departments, 

the Bureau of Public Roads, and many other organizations interested in the 

development of highway transportation. The purposes of the Board are to en

courage research and to provide a national clearinghouse and correlation service 

for research activities and information on highway administration and technology. 
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